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THE WORLD’S LARGEST SELLER 
OF SCOTTISH PAINTINGS

McTear’s stage The Scottish Contemporary Art Auctions every five weeks and The Scottish Pictures 
Auctions (for non contemporary paintings) every ten weeks. Each year, we achieve significantly more 
sales than any other auction house or art fair - and substantially more than any public or private 
art gallery. More collectors buy paintings from our auctions than from any other venue or event in 
Scotland.

If you are considering the sale of a single painting or an entire collection please be warmly encouraged 
to contact The Pictures Department:

0141 810 2880 or by email at pictures@mctears.co.uk 

MCTEAr’S offErS A frEE UK CollECTIon 
SErvICE for SUITAblE PAInTIngS.

mctears.co.uk

* PETER HOWSON OBE, 
‘David Bowie - The Ninth Drawing’ mixed media, 
signed and dated 1994, 31cm x 23cm
Sold £9,500 (world record for a drawing by the artist)

WILLIAM STRANG RA RP RE, 
THE LADY WITH THE PINK FEATHERED HAT 
oil on canvas, signed and dated 1912, 75cm x 62cm
Sold £16,000 (world record for the artist)

McTear's ARTMAG Full Page-Bleed-OctNov.indd   1 26/09/2016   14:10
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Gray St, Broughty Ferry 
Dundee, DD5 1BJ

01382 737011
mail@EAstudios.com

DAANOE 
Feb 18 - Mar 7

www.EAStudios.com
Eduardo Alessandro Studios

Eduardo Alessandro Studios
CONTEMPORARY ART

EAS

An extraoridinary world of fallen grandeur captured 
by one of Europe’s leading Fine Art photographers 

Daan Oude Elferink

 URBAN EXPLORER
Mar 11 - Apr 1

A WALK ON THE WILD SIDE

Kat Baxter, Rob Hefferan, 
Sarah Spofforth McOuat, 
Ruby Keller, Zaza Shelley

New paintings by

 THE 8TH DOOR
Composed by Lliam Paterson 
Conceived and directed by Matthew Lenton

WORLD PREMIERE

  BARTÓK’S

BLUEBEARD ’S
CASTLE &

Sung in Hungarian with English supertitles

GLASGOW  |  EDINBURGH
28 MAR – 1 APR

THEATRE ROYAL FESTIVAL THEATRE

5 & 8 APR 
Scottish Opera 
is core funded by

Vanishing Point is funded by

scottishopera.org.uk   |   vanishing-point.org
Scottish Opera. Registered in Scotland Number SCO37531  Scottish Charity Number SCO19787   Vanishing Point is a company limited by guarantee: No. 194127 and a charity registered in Scotland: No. SC 028765
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ON THE COVER

Scotland’s influence on the global comics 

industry is explored in Frank Quitely: The 

Art of Comics at Kelvingrove Art Gallery 
and Museum. Now synonymous with iconic 

characters such as Superman, Batman and 

the X-Men, Frank Quitely is the alter ego of 

the Glasgow-born, world renowned artist 

Vincent Deighan. This will be the largest 

collection of his original artwork ever 

displayed, showing the painstaking detail in 

every frame. Apr 1-Oct 1, www.glasgowlife.
org.uk/museum See 2017 Preview page 16.

READ ARTMAG ONLINE! 
WWW.ARTMAG.CO.UK

www.breeze-gallery.co.uk

peebles edinburgh loch lomond

meet the artists...

ANNA RAZUMOVSKAYA
elegant, enchanting and immensely accomplished,

anna is one of the brightest stars of
european contemporary art. join us on

SUNDAY 2ND APRIL 
3PM TO 5PM

at

BREEZE ART GALLERY 
EDINBURGH

REGISTER ONLINE OR IN-STORE NOW

4th floor 
jenners dept. store 
48 princes street 

edinburgh, eh2 2yj 
0131 220 2655

88 high street 
peebles 

eh45 8sw
01721 721 684

loch lomond shores 
ben lomond way 
balloch, g83 8ql 
01389 720 341

Rozanne Bell
come and join us welcoming roz to the scottish borders, 

and find out why this truly amazing, contemporary, south 
african artist is taking the modern art world by storm! 

join us on

SATURDAY 25TH 
MARCH

3PM TO 5PM
at

BREEZE ART GALLERY 
PEEBLES
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THREE INTO 
ONE WILL GO
Controversy surrounds a major 

reorganisation of the Scottish 

National Galleries (NGS), which 

will see the previously individual 

director and curator roles of the 

three main galleries, reflecting 

distinctly different interests in art, 

rolled into one. While Director-

General Sir John Leighton insists 

that the move will enable NGS 

to more effectively promote its 

collection both nationally and 

internationally, critics claim that the 

loss of individual identiity on the part of the 

three institutions will lead to less innovative 

exhibitions. It was denied that the move is 

a cost-cutting measure. The NGS consist 

of the Scottish National Portrait Gallery, 

the world’s first public gallery dedicated to 

the genre, the Scottish National Gallery 
of Modern Art, specialising in artworks 

dating from around 1900, and the Scottish 
National Gallery, which is devoted to 

Impressionists and Old Masters.  

www.nationalgalleries.org See the NGS 

2017 highlights page 16. 

  

PIZZ-ART
To launch its new Italiano range, the 

Domino’s pizza chain 

has commissioned the 

Renaissance-style artist China 

Jordan to recreate five of the 

world’s most famous paintings 

as ‘masterpizzas’, such as 

Leonardo da Vinci’s ‘Mona 

Lisa’ munching on a slice 

and God handing Adam one 

in Michelangelo’s ‘Creation 

of Adam’ (pictured). Other 

famous works on display at 

selected Domino’s outlets, 

including Shawlands in 

Glasgow, are a pizza turning 

up in ‘The Boy with a Basket 

KEEPING YOU IN THE PICTURE

A ‘MASTERPIZZA’

SCOTTISH NATIONAL 
GALLERIES DIRECTOR-

GENERAL SIR JOHN LEIGHTON

of Fruit’ (attributed to Caravaggio), the 

goddess emerging from the sea with a slice 

in Botticelli’s ‘Birth of Venus’ and the cherubs 

eyeing a piece in Raphael Sanzio’s ‘The 

Sistine Madonna’.

NO-BRAINER
After threatening to ditch the 

art history A Level in schools in 

England, Wales and Northern 

Ireland, the Government has 

done a u-turn - to the relief of 

scientists who have demonstrated 

that studying art can have a 

dramatic effect on brain activity 

by aiding concentration and 

improving memory. (It has been 

known for some time that artists 

are better observers and exhibit 

better memory than non-artists.) 

Scientists have tracked the 

movements of art historians’ eyes, 

demonstrating that how they 

scan, fixate and linger on particular points of 

the canvas is entirely different to someone 

with an untrained eye. Now parents know 

that, if their children immerse themselves 

in art history, they will develop the same 

specialist skill, which will produce a change 

in their brains. As Dr Daniel Glaser, director 

of Science Gallery at King’s College London 

commented: “Maybe more Government 

ministers should study it too.”

THE TRUTH 
AND THE 

FACTS AREN’T 
NECESSARILY 

THE SAME 
THING. TELLING 

THE TRUTH IS 
THE OBJECT OF 
ALL ART; FACTS 
ARE WHAT THE 

UNIMAGINATIVE 
HAVE INSTEAD 

OF IDEAS.

“

”THE LATE AA GILL
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KEEPING YOU IN THE PICTURE
FIRST CIGGIES, 
THEN CONDOMS 
– NOW ART
Here is a novel way to bring art out of 

traditional gallery spaces and make it more 

accessible. The Vending Machine Art 
Gallery allows visitors to browse the prints 

on display at an exhibition, each one bearing 

a code number, then go over to the machine 

and select the one of their choice, paying by 

card, cash or Apple Pay. Rolled into scrolls, 

the prints pop out at the bottom.    

www.thevendingmachineartgallery.com

LOOK! NO HANDS!
Artist Graham Fink ‘draws’ portraits without 

hands or instruments, using customised eye-

tracking software to transform his gaze into 

a solid medium. By ‘tracing’ with his eyes 

directly onto a computer screen, his retinal 

movements enable him to map compositions 

which slowly take on the characteristics of 

intricate portraits. The technology involves 

shining an infra-red light straight into the 

artist’s eyes. The reflections are then 

recorded by a camera via multi-algorithms 

and filters, allowing eye movements to be 

transferred onto a screen. 

www.grahamfink.com

ARTIST GRAHAM FINK ‘DRAWING’ A PORTRAIT

ART VENDING MACHINE

NEW GALLERIES 
Gallery Ten has moved around the corner 

to William Street into the former Sam Brown 

clothing boutique, where there is more floor 

space, more walls and a spacious front 

window. www.galleryten.co.uk...Dundas 

Street is the new location of & Gallery 
(formerly & Collective in Bridge of Allan) in 

the premises previously occupied by Gallery 

Seventeen. Look out for a March opening.  
www.andgallery.co.uk...Dundas Street is 

also now home to the Birch Tree Gallery, 

specialising in fine crafts and prints with, 

er, roots in nature. The inaugural exhibition 

is Semitones (Mar 10-Apr 8), showcasing 

tapestry weaver Louise Oppenheimer and 

ceramicist Maggie Zerafa.  

www.birchtreegallery.co.uk

GALLERY TEN

Tatha Gallery, 1 High Street, Newport on Tay, Fife  
01382 690800

www.tathagallery.com

Roots and Wings
    

Art to inspire the imagination and enrich the soul
4 March until 15 April 2017

The central theme of the exhibition revolves 
around the idea of marking time and our 

natural contemplations of our past, present 
and future.

The artists embrace that change and the 
idea that their roots can also have wings.

Freya Payne    Ade Adesina    Kirsty Lorenz
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‘LAS MENINAS’ (1656) IS ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT 
PAINTINGS IN WESTERN ART HISTORY, ITS COMPLEX AND 
ENIGMATIC COMPOSITION CREATING A COMPLEX NETWORK 
OF VISUAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PAINTER, SUBJECT-
MODEL AND VIEWER AND RAISING QUESTIONS ABOUT 
REALITY AND ILLUSION. 

BY JULIE HANSEN

palace chamberlain, the symbolic keys of 

which hang from his belt. On his chest is the 

red cross of the Order of Santiago, which he 

did not receive until 1659, three years after 

the painting was completed. Philip ordered 

this to be added after Velázquez’ death and 

wrote ‘I am crushed’ in the margin of the 

document confirming Velázquez’ successor. 

Interpretation 1:   Velázquez is shown in 

the act of creating the very image we are 

viewing as the King and Queen visit him in 

his studio. Thus the painting can be seen as 

a resumé of the whole of Velázquez’s life 

and career as well as a claim for painting 

as a noble art. By portraying the artist at 

work in the company of royalty and nobility, 

Velázquez was claiming high status for both 

the artist and his art. 

Interpretation 2:   This suggests that the 

scene is viewed by the King and Queen as 

they pose for a double portrait, while the 

Infanta and her companions are present 

only to relieve their boredom. The King and 

Queen are to the left of the viewer and the 

reflection in the mirror is that of the canvas, a 

portrait of the King and Queen. However, the 

canvas the artist is painting is too large for 

a double portrait alone and no such double 

portraits of the couple by the painter exist.

 

A former art history professor and curator,  

Dr Julie Hansen has taught in the United 

States at Stanford University, Vanderbilt 

University and the University of Arizona, She 

is now resident in Edinburgh, where she is 

the director of Gallery 23.

Anatomy 
OF A PAINTING

1. Setting:   The Pieza Principal (Main Room) 

in the Royal Palace in Madrid during the 

reign of King Philip IV of Spain. Here were 

the quarters of the late heir, Prince Balthasar, 

who died of smallpox in 1646 at the age of 

16. In the early 1650s Philip gave them to 

Velázquez to use as his studio, where Philip 

had his own chair and would often visit to 

watch the artist work. Velázquez, the leading 

artist of the Spanish Golden Age, depicts 

himself (in his only self-portrait) working at a 

large canvas, looking outwards to where a 

viewer of the painting would stand. 

2. Infanta:   The five year old Infanta 

(Princess) Margaret Theresa is surrounded 

by her maids of honour, chaperone, 

bodyguard, two court dwarfs and a dog. At 

this point she was the King’s only surviving 

child. She is dressed in the restrictive 

costume of the Spanish court, her tiny torso 

bound rigidly into a corset, stiffened bodice 

and voluminous panniered skirt.

3. Las Meninas:   The two ladies in waiting 

are Doña Isabel de Velasco, who is 

poised to curtsy, and Doña María Agustina 

Sarmiento de Sotomayor, who kneels before 

the Infanta, offering her a drink from a red 

cup, or ‘bucaro’, on a golden tray. Behind 

stands Doña Marcela de Ulloa, the Infanta’s 

chaperone, talking to an unidentified 

bodyguard.

4. Dwarfs:   These are the German, 

Maribarbola, and the Italian, Nicolas 

Pertusato, who mischievously bothers a 

sleepy mastiff with his foot. People with 

disabilities served as jesters or companions 

at the court of Spain, reprsenting a “world 

upside down” to contrast with the divine 

perfection of the King. (In fact, generations of 

interbreeding among the Habsburg line left 

Philip IV with only a single sickly and infertile 

heir, Carlos II, who had a range of physical 

and mental disabilities.)

5. Man in the doorway:   This is Don José 

Nieto Velázquez, the Queen’s chamberlain 

during the 1650s and head of the royal 

tapestry works. He may have been a 

relative of the artist. He is seen in silhouette 

(either entering or departing - we don’t 

know which) and appears to hold open a 

curtain on a short flight of stairs. One scholar 

suggests that Nieto appears in the doorway 

as the King and Queen are preparing 

to depart, explaining that this is why the 

menina to the right of the Infanta begins to 

curtsy.

6. Background:   The back wall of the room 

is hung with rows of paintings, including a 

series of scenes from Ovid’s ‘Metamorphosis’ 

by Peter Paul Rubens and copies of works 

by Jacob Jordaens, Velázquez’ son in law, 

and principal assistant Juan del Mazo. 

Velázquez was greatly influenced by 

Rubens’ visit to Spain in 1628–29. After talks 

with the great Flemish painter, he attempted 

to raise the status of the artist in Spain from 

‘craftsman’.

 

7. The artist:   Velázquez served as both 

court painter and curator of Philip IV’s 

collection, responsible for adding to what 

is the core of the Prado Museum’s master 

collection today. Initially a simple painter 

of the court, Velázquez worked his way 

up through the ranks and was appointed 

2

3
4

5
6

7

1

3
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     R U G S      F U R N I T U R E      J E W E L L E R Y    

T E X T I L E S     K I L I M S     A R T E FA C T S

w w w . n o m a d s t e n t . c o . u k   

Explore the work of our designer-makers from across 
Scotland online and at the following exhibitions:
After the Storm 
Until end of May 2017, Royal Botanic Gardens Edinburgh

Glasgow Contemporary Art Fair 
April 28th - 30th, Old Fruitmarket, Merchant City

FB: www.facebook.com/sfma3 ~ T: twitter.com/sfma_furniture

New website

www.sfma.org.uk

1 5 % O F F   

Louis  Poulsen and NORR11
with code AMSO2017
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CRAFT & DESIGN

1 Amanda Simmons makes kiln-formed glass vessels by 

manipulating mass, heat and colour to create complex work 

with intense colour and pattern which react to the light.  

Pictured: Dahlia Universe Platter  

www.amandasimmons.co.uk 

2  Ceramicist Andrew Adair believes in letting the clay express 

itself through torn edges, cracks and textures, enjoying the 

random, organic quality this brings to the finished piece. He 

spends considerable time developing his own glazes.  

www.axisweb.org/p/andrewadair 

3 Co-owner of Cut the Mustard Gallery in Langholm, jewellery 

designer Lisa Rothwell-Young works in silver, gold, palladium 

and platinum to create pieces which often feature texture, 

etching, gemstones and keum-boo (a Korean technique for 

applying gold to silver). www.lisarothwell-young.co.uk 

4 Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art & Design graduate Beth 
Lamont makes ceramic jewellery and accessories which bring 

simplicity to an outfit, with splashes of colour added with rope or 

glazing. Pictured: White Arc Necklaces www.bethlamont.co.uk 

5 Based at Coburg House Studios in Edinburgh, jeweller Julie 
Allison photo etches her hand drawings onto silver. The tiny 

cars on her moving vehicle rings (pictured) can be pushed back 

and forward. “Good to fiddle with,” she says.  

www.craftscotland.org/profile/653/julie-allison/

6 Sleek-lined, simple-looking designs by Daniel Lacey are in fact 

full of subtlety and technical challenges. Unusually in this era, 

he does not use computer-aided design preferring to design 

and work intuitively with respect for the wood and the living 

structure it once was. Pictured: Matching bedside cabinets  

www.daniellacey.com

HAND-MADE FOR YOU 
and your home

1 2

3

5

6

4

PHOTO: COLIN HATTERSLEY

PHOTO: MARTIN ALAN SMITH
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15 - 17 Jane Street Edinburgh EH6  5HE
www.ramsaycornish.com

Fine 
paintings

and 
works of art

Further entries Invited
on 0131 553 7000

or at info@ramsaycornish.com

To include works by Jenny Saville, 
Barbara Rae, James Miller, etc.

bonhams.com/edinburgh
Prices shown include buyer’s premium. Details can be found at bonhams.com

ASIAN ART 
Wednesday 22 March
Wednesday 12 July
Tuesday 5 December
Edinburgh

An Invitation to Consign

ENQUIRIES AND
APPOINTMENTS
0131 240 2299
ian.glennie@bonhams.com

Bonhams
22 Queen Street
Edinburgh
EH2 1JX

A SET OF EIGHT FAMILLE ROSE 
PORCELAIN PLAQUES  
Signed Cheng Men  
(active 1862-1908) Late Qing Dynasty 
Found in Scotland -  
Sold in London for £254,000

We are now inviting entries for our forthcoming Asian Art sales 
in Edinburgh, London and Hong Kong.

3 Lyne Street, Edinburgh EH7 5DN  
 0131 652 2433

Vintage Shop - Gallery - Cafe 

Open Tuesday - Sunday

3 Lyne Street, Edinburgh EH7 5DN 
  0131 652 2433

A warm and relaxing setting to enjoy great 
food, coffee and contemporary art.
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STEPHEN CONROY (SCOTTISH, B.1964), ‘THE WHEEL’, EST. 
£7,000-£10,000 (LYON & TURNBULL, CONTEMPORARY & 
POST-WAR ART, MAR 22)

TOPten
AYRSHIRE 
Thomas R. Callan, Ayr Every Thursday 

Interior sales, incl. antiques & contemporary 

household furnishings www.trcallan.com

BORDERS
Border Auctions, Hawick Mar 4 Antiques & 

Collectables www.borderauctions.co.uk

DUMFRIES & GALLOWAY
Thomson Roddick, Dumfries Feb 28, Mar 

14 & 28 Home Furnishings & Interiors Mar 18 

Antiques & Works of Art  

www.trscottishauctions.com See also 

EDINBURGH & LOTHIANS

DUNDEE & ANGUS
Taylor’s Auction Rooms, Montrose Every 

fourth Saturday Antique furnishings & 

specialist sales www.taylors-auctions.com

EDINBURGH & LOTHIANS 
Bonhams, Edinburgh Feb 22 Home & 

Interiors Mar 22 Asian Art  

www.bonhams.com   

Franklin Browns, Edinburgh Every second 

Saturday Alternating between Antiques and 

Collectables www.franklinbrowns.co.uk

TRACEY EMIN, ‘MY BED’, 1998 © EMIN. IMAGE COURTESY OF 
THE SAATCHI GALLERY

ARTNET NEWS HAS PUBLISHED 
A LIST OF THE TOP TEN 
HIGHEST SELLING LIVING 
BRITISH ARTISTS AT AUCTION.

1with ‘Lullaby Spring’ (2002), 

a steel cabinet containing 

painted pills (£9.65m, 2007)

DAMIEN HIRST

2whose massive landscape 

‘Woldgate Woods’ (2006) set the 

record for the artist (£9.4m, 2016)

DAVID HOCKNEY

3the top-ranking woman on the list, 

for her painting of nude bodies 

‘Shift’ (1996-97) (£6.8m, 2016)

JENNY SAVILLE

5for his dramatic seascape 

‘The Tragic Conversion of 

Salvador Dali (after John 

Martin)’, 1998 (£5.1m, 2012)

GLENN BROWN

4at 85 the oldest artist on the list, 

for her trippy Op Art piece ‘Untitled 

(Diagonal Curve)’ (£5.3m, 2016)

BRIDGET RILEY

7for the maquette (model) 

of his iconic ‘Angel of the 

North’ (£3.4m, 2011)

ANTONY GORMLEY

6(born five days after 

Bridget Riley) for the 

distorted portrait ‘Head 

of Gerda Boehm’, which 

set a personal best 

(£3.78m, 2016)

FRANK AUERBACH

8CHRIS OFILI  

for the controversial, elephant 

dung-adorned painting ‘Holy 

Virgin Mary’, which had then 

New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani 

threatening to withdraw 

funding from the Brooklyn 

Museum (£2.88m, 2015)

9TRACEY EMIN  

for her widely publicised 

(and mocked) ‘My Bed’ 

(£2.5m, 1998) 

10ANISH KAPOOR  

for an untitled 2003 alabaster 

sculpture (£1.94m, 2003)

Lyon & Turnbull Feb 22 Jewellery, Silver 

& Watches Feb 23 Textiles as Art Mar 15 

Contemporary & Post-War Art Mar 22 Fine 

Asian Works of Art  

www.lyonandturnbull.com

Ramsay Cornish Every Thur Vintage lane 

sale Feb 25 General interiors Mar 18 Antique 

& Decorators www.ramsaycornish.com

Shapes Every first Saturday Art & Antiques  

www.shapesedinburgh.co.uk/auctions

Thomson Roddick, Rosewell Mar 2, 9, 23 

& 30 Home Furnishings & Interiors Feb 23 

Antiques & Works of Art  

www.thomsonroddick.com See also 

DUMFRIES & GALLOWAY

GLASGOW 
Great Western Auctions Feb 11 & 25 and 

Mar 11 Antiques & Collectables Mar 24 & 25 

Fine Art & Antiques  

www.greatwesternauctions.com 

McTear’s Feb 19 Jewellery Feb 26 Scottish 

Contemporary Art Mar 9 Silver; Asian works 

of art; British and Continental Ceramics & 

Glass Mar 10 Works of art & Furniture Mar 15 

Scottish pictures www.mctears.co.uk

Mulberry Bank Auctions Mar 3 Fine 

Antiques & Collectables  

www.mulberrybankauctions.com

PERTHSHIRE
Lindsay Burns & Company, Perth Mar 9 

General sale www.lindsayburns.co.uk

STIRLINGSHIRE
Robertsons of Kinbuck, Dunblane Every 

Wednesday Alternating between Antique & 

Collectables and Modern & General  

www.kinbuckauctions.co.uk

Check websites for details of viewings 
prior to sales.

SALE DATES
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Major art shows are starting to emerge

Bursting out
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EDINBURGH 

The fine art collection of the City Art Centre 

numbers over 4,800 items. While some ‘old 

favourites’ are exhibited often, others have 

rarely, if ever, been seen by the public. 

Hidden Gems (Oct 7-May 13, 2018) focuses 

on these lesser known treasures, some of 

them stand-alone artworks which do not fit 

easily into thematic or chronological displays, 

others representing unfamiliar periods in 

an artist’s career or by artists who were 

successful in their day, but are now virtually 

forgotten. www.edinburghmuseums.org.uk
In 1699, the German artist and 

entomologist Maria Sibylla Merian set sail 

with her youngest daughter for Suriname in 

South America, where she would spend two 

years studying animals and plants. This led 

to the publication of the lavishly illustrated 

‘Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium’ 

(The Metamorphosis of the Insects of 

Suriname). Maria Merian’s Butterflies at The 
Queen’s Gallery (Mar 17-Jul 23) tells the 

artist’s extraordinary story through her works, 

which were acquired by King George III and 

are now in the Royal Collection. There is then 

a drastic change of theme in Shadows of War: 

Roger Fenton’s Photographs of the Crimea, 

1855 (Aug 4-Jan 2018), the first exhibition to 

focus exclusively on Fenton’s pioneering 

photographs – moving portraits of the troops 

as well as stark images of the battlefields 

on which so many lost their lives. Published 

in contemporary newspaper reports, they 

showed the impact of war to the general 

public for the first time, crediting him for 

creating the genre of war photography.  

www.royalcollection.org.uk 
Over 60 graduates selected from the 

2016 degree shows at Scotland’s art colleges 

feature in the blockbuster exhibition New 

Contemporaries at the Royal Scottish 
Academy (Feb 18-Mar 15), which includes 

painting, sculpture, film-making, photography, 

printmaking, architecture and installation. 

With £40,000 worth of award money at 

stake, it’s a great opportunity for some of 

the country’s best emerging artists to launch 

their careers. Always a focal point of the RSA 

programme, the Annual Exhibition (Apr 1-May 

7) will again showcase work by Academicians 

from throughout Scotland. Now in its 191st 

year, it comprises contemporary painting, 

sculpture, film, printmaking, photography 

(DEEP BREATH) UNSEEN GEMS FROM EDINBURGH’S CITY 
COLLECTION, DOZENS OF SCOTLAND’S BEST EMERGING ARTISTS, 
TREASURES FROM THE ROYAL COLLECTION, THE BAD BOY OF 
17TH CENTURY ITALIAN ART, AN UNSUNG GENERATION OF BRITISH 
REALIST PAINTERS, TWO PIONEERING PHOTOGRAPHERS, HALF A 
CENTURY OF SCOTTISH AVANT-GARDE ART – THEY’RE ALL ON SHOW 
IN ANOTHER BUMPER YEAR FOR ART-LOVERS IN SCOTLAND AND 
NORTHEAST ENGLAND. 

FROM MARIA MERIAN’S 
BUTTERFLIES, THE 
QUEEN’S GALLERY. ROYAL 
COLLECTION TRUST/© 
HER MAJESTY QUEEN 
ELIZABETH II 2016

LUCIEN PISSARRO, 
‘BLACKPOOL 
VALLEY’, 1913 (CITY 
ART CENTRE)

MARIE FOLEY, ‘BELL 
JAR I’ (FROM: NEW 
CONTEMPORARIES, 
ROYAL SCOTTISH 
ACADEMY)
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and installation alongside work by some of 

the country’s leading architects. Later in the 

year the popular RSA Open exhibition (Jul 22-

Oct 1), which used to be held over Christmas 

and New Year, will once again overlap with 

the Edinburgh Festival. By changing the slot 

in 2016, the exhibition drew over 100,000 

visitors. www.royalscottishacademy.org
Beyond Caravaggio at the Scottish 

National Gallery (Jun 17-Sep 24) is the 

first exhibition of works by Michelangelo 

Merisi da Caravaggio (1571–1610) and his 

followers – the Caravaggesque painters, 

or ‘Caravaggisti’ – ever to be shown in 

Scotland. Caravaggio’s dramatic lighting and 

compositions and his radically new approach 

to subject matter exerted a huge influence on 

a host of contemporary artists from all over 

Europe, such as Gentileschi, Ribera, Valentin 

and Ter Brugghen. Credited with creating the 

Baroque style in Rome, he is one of the very 

few ‘old masters’ who enjoy broad popular 

appeal today, remembered not only for his 

brilliance, but also his tumultuous personal 

life. In 1606 he murdered a man in a quarrel 

over a game of tennis and spent 

the last four years of his life as 

a fugitive, producing his most 

profound and moving works 

during this time. 

Only four years after the 

invention of photography in 

1839, two Scots had mastered 

the new medium and were 

producing skillful works in great 

quantities. A Perfect Chemistry: 

Photographs by Hill & Adamson 

at the Scottish National 
Portrait Gallery (May 27-Oct 1) explores the 

influential partnership of David Octavius Hill 

and Robert Adamson, which lasted a few 

short years from 1843 until early 1848. These 

images, which belie the almost unimaginable 

technical challenges faced by the duo, are 

arguably among the first examples of social 

documentary in the history of photography. 

The exhibition will feature around 100 

photographs from the National Galleries of 

Scotland collection, the largest of Hill and 

Adamson works in the world. Opening later 

in the year, Looking Good: The Male Gaze 

Fron Van Dyck to Lucian Freud (Jun 24-Oct 1) 

considers the theme of male image, identity 

and appearance from the 16th century to the 

present day through a selection of works 

from the National Galleries of Scotland and 

the National Gallery, London collections. 

Marvel at the elaborate hairstyles and 

fashions of courtiers 

and cavaliers in the 

emergence of the dandy, 

which saw the rise of the 

celebrity and male interest 

in personal grooming. See  

also NORTHEAST 

ENGLAND/Laing Art 

Gallery, page 47.

In the first ever survey 

of the subject, True to Life: 

British Realist Painting in 

the 1920s and 1930s at 

the Scottish National 
Gallery of Modern Art 
(Jul 1–Oct 29) brings 

together some 70 paintings by a generation 

of talented artists whom art history has 

tended to sideline. Realist art of the period 

had no generic name, no coherent artistic 

group and it embraced a number of different 

styles. Its chief characteristics are fine 

drawing, a tendency towards classicism and 

an aversion to Impressionist brushwork and 

movement. The year will close with Scottish 

Avant-Garde Art 1900-1950 (Dec 2-Jun 10, 

2018), which challenges the accepted view of 

the dominance of the Scottish Colourists and 

the influence of France by examining over 80 

of the most progressive works by some 50 

leading and lesser known artists drawn from 

the National Galleries’ holdings and other 

UK public and private collections. Surprising 

creations by some of Scotland’s artistic 

giants, including F.C.B. Cadell and William 

McCance, will feature alongside rarely 

displayed works by more unfamiliar artists. 

Further info: www.nationalgalleries.org

MICHELANGELO MERISI 
DA CARAVAGGIO, ‘THE 
TAKING OF CHRIST’, OIL 
ON CANVAS, 1602. PHOTO 
© THE NATIONAL GALLERY 
OF IRELAND, DUBLIN 
(SCOTTISH NATIONAL 
GALLERY)

DAVID OCTAVIUS 
HILL AND ROBERT 
ADAMSON, ‘JAMES 

BALLANTINE, DR 
GEORGE BELL AND 

DAVID OCTAVIUS HILL’, 
1843-47 (FROM: A 

PERFECT CHEMISTRY 
– PHOTOGRAPHS BY 

HILL & ADAMSON, 
SCOTTISH NATIONAL 
PORTRAIT GALLERY)

WILLIAM JOHNSTONE, ‘A POINT IN TIME’, 
C.1929/37, OIL ON CANVAS © THE ARTIST 
(FROM: SCOTTISH AVANT-GARDE ART 1900-1950, 
SCOTTISH NATIONAL GALLERY OF MODERN ART)

GERALD LESLIE 
BROCKHURST 

(1890–1978), ‘BY THE 
HILLS’, 1939, OIL ON 

CANVAS, COLLECTION: 
FERENS ART GALLERY, 

KINGSTON UPON 
HULL (FROM: TRUE 
TO LIFE – BRITISH 
REALIST PAINTING 
IN THE 1920S AND 

1930S, SCOTTISH 
NATIONAL GALLERY 

OF MODERN ART)
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GLASGOW
Polygraph at the Gallery of Modern Art 
(until Sep 17) is a group show, with Berlin-

based filmmaker and writer Hito Steyerl’s 

‘Abstract’ central to its theme. Other works 

from the Glasgow Museums collection 

reveal how artists create alternative 

discourses to question dominant 

narratives in subjects such as slavery, 

colonialism, feminism, sectarianism, 

the arms trade and global economics. 

Polygraphs features both seminal 

figures in 20th century Scottish art 

and younger artists. They include 

Ian Hamilton Finlay, Gerard Byrne, 

Graham Fagen and Barbara Kruger. 

Scotland’s influence on the global 

comics industry is explored in 

Frank Quitely: The Art of Comics at 

Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum 

(Apr 1-Oct 1). Now synonymous with 

iconic characters such as Superman, 

Batman and the X-Men, Frank Quitely 

is the alter ego of the Glasgow-born, 

world renowned artist Vincent Deighan. 

This will be the largest collection of his 

original artwork ever displayed, showing  

painstaking detail in every frame. Also 

showing is artwork from titans of the comic 

book industry such as Mark Millar and Neil 

Adams and an original Batman comic strip 

by the superhero’s creator Bob Kane. A nice 

touch: Digital interactives will allow visitors 

to design their own comic page.

FURTHER INFO:  
WWW.GLASGOWLIFE.ORG.UK/MUSEUM

NORTHEAST 
ENGLAND
Disappearance at Sea – Mare Nostrum 

at the Baltic Centre for Contemporary 
Art in Gateshead is a group exhibition 

drawing attention to the journey undertaken 

by migrants and refugees to cross the 

Mediterranean Sea. (Mare Nostrum, 

‘our sea’, is the Latin name for it.) The 

exhibition includes works by artists 

from Syria, Greece, Serbia, Denmark, 

Kenya and the UK, who have explored 

ways of addressing this humanitarian 

disaster. Until May 14,  
www.balticmill.com

Tyne & Wear Archives and Museums 

operate two of the Northeast’s largest 

galleries. Modern Visionaries: Van 

Dyck and the Artists’ Eye at the 

Laing Art Gallery in Newcastle is 

inspired by the innovative style of 

Sir Anthony van Dyck’s last self-

portrait. Also featuring works in the genre 

by major artists of the 20th and 21st century, 

including Pablo Picasso, L.S. Lowry and 

Chris Ofili, the exhibition asks what it means 

to confront these artists face to face. Until 
Jun 4, www.laingartgallery.org.uk...To 

celebrate its centenary, the Shipley Art 
Gallery in Gateshead is showing some of its 

major works in Companion Pieces, displayed 

thematically to show the range of techniques 

and ideas used to explore subjects which 

include Adam and Eve, the Body Beautiful, 

Visions of Gateshead, the Japanese 

Connection and Morals and Politics. Until 
Apr 2018, www.shipleyartgallery.org.uk

FROM HITO STEYERL’S ‘ABSTRACT’. IMAGE COURTESY OF THE ARTIST & ANDREW KREPS GALLERY, NEW YORK (GALLERY OF MODERN ART)

NIKOLAJ BENDIX SKYUM LARSEN (DENMARK), ‘END OF 
DREAMS’, 2015. PHOTO: DOMENICO GALLELLI. COURTESY 
OF THE ARTIST (BALTIC CENTRE FOR CONTEMPORARY ART)

MAX 
JACQUARD, 
‘ADAM AND 

EVE NO 
1’, 2005 

(SHIPLEY 
ART 

GALLERY)

SIR ANTHONY 
VAN DYCK, 
‘SELF-PORTRAIT’, 
1640-41 (LAING 
ART GALLERY)
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M
ost of Helsinki 

dates from the 

1850s (the oldest 

stone building 

was erected in 

1857), when an extensive 

construction programme was 

undertaken to celebrate the 

new capital after it assumed 

the role from Turku. 

Sitting on a compact 

peninsula jutting into the 

Baltic and laid out in a 

classic grid system, much of 

the city is designed in low 

rise, Russian Imperial style 

(Finland was formerly under 

Russian rule) with the later 

addition of neo-Renaissance 

architecture and a dollop of 

Art Nouveau. 

The art on show ranges 

from iconic examples of the 

‘golden age’ of Finnish art 

in the late 19th/early 20th 

century to the most recent 

international contemporary 

art.

ART MUSEUMS
First stop on any art tour of Helsinki has 

to be the Ateneum Art Museum. Home 

to the country’s most extensive collection, 

it tells the story of Finnish art from the 

1750s to the early 1960s. (Later works are 

on display at the nearby Kiasma Museum 

of Contemporary Art.) Opened in 1888, 

the Ateneum’s grand entrance hall and 

stairway hark back to the days when an 

art gallery was a place of reverence. 

There are national treasures on view by 

beloved names such as Albert Edelfeld, 

Pekka Halonen, Helene Schjerfbeck and 

Akseli Gallen-Kallela, many inspired by 

Finnish folklore and mythology. The works 

Helsinki is the fastest growing capital in the EU, and Finland’s cool capital is a 
hot destination for visitors, with enough art attractions to pack a city break. 

FINE FINNISH

are displayed in themed rooms such as 

Landscape, Portraits, Symbolism and Echoes 

of War (when artists reflected the threats and 

anxieties in society generated by conflict). 

As well as some of the most popular 

classic Finnish artworks, the Ateneum has 

a small selection of international art from 

the late 19th century to the 1950s, including 

works by Gaugin, van Gogh, Cezanne and 

Chagall, and a gallery dedicated to special 

exhibitions. www.ateneum.fi
Continuing the story of Finnish art from 

the 1960s onwards is the nearby Kiasma 
Museum of Contemporary Art. Opened 

in 1998, Kiasma is designed in a sleek, 

white, minimalist style to maximise the 

light entering the building, its five levels 

connected by a curved ramp. Taking its 

name from the Greek word for ‘crossing 

point’, also a term for the intersection of 

optic nerves, the museum focuses on Nordic, 

Baltic and international contemporary art, 

including installations, paintings, film and 

photography. www.kiasma.fi
On the upper floor of a former tennis 

centre which has been renovated as a 

retail, restaurant and cinema complex, 

the Helsinki Art Museum, or HAM (motto: 

‘popcorn for the brain’), shows a terrific 

collection of Finnish and international 20th 

century art under a sweeping, curved roof 

in a light, airy, hangar-like space ideal for 

viewing large scale works. The 9,000-piece 

collection includes some of the top names 

ATENEUM ART MUSEUM
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in modern art, such as Niki de Saint Phalle, 

Roy Lichtenstein and Louise Bourgeois. Most 

public artworks and statues dotted all over 

the city on streets and in parks also belong 

to the HAM collection. www.hamhelsinki.fi
Opened in 1928, the Kunsthalle 

champions contemporary art and design, 

including fine art, architecture, photography 

and applied art, in a building which is one 

the finest examples of Finnish Neoclassical 

design, with soaring gallery ceilings.  
www.taidehalli.fi 

DESIGN
Helsinki is a UNESCO City of Design, and a 

whole area has been designated the Design 
District, a cluster of 25 streets and 200 

trend-setting shops, showrooms, galleries, 

vintage and antiques stores, jewellers 

and other creative businesses. The local 

merchants’ association oversees the area, 

including street lighting and signage. Pick up 

a map at any outlet and explore for yourself 

or join a guided tour. www.designdistrict.fi
Behind the grand, red brick facade of 

the Design Museum, Finnish Form is a 

permanent exhibition of design objects from 

the second half of the 19th century to the 

present, exploring the role that design plays 

in society in line with legendary designer 

Eero Aarnio’s credo that ‘the ultimate 

purpose of design is to make our lives easier 

and function better’. The museum also hosts 

touring exhibitions. www.designmuseum.fi
In September the annual Helsinki Design 

Week, the biggest design event in Northern 

Europe, practically takes over the city centre.  

www.helsinkidesignweek.com 
A 20-minute tram ride from the city 

centre, the Arabia district grew up around 

the ceramics factory of the same name, 

which dates back to 1873. While factory 

operations are winding down, the brand is 

still very much alive. The modern Arabia 

Centre has outlets for famous Finnish 

HOUSE MUSEUMS 
Two popular collections are shown in ‘house museums’, where as well as appreciating 

the art, you can get an insight into stylish 19th and early 20th century living.   

One of the largest private art collections in Finland can be found at the Amos 
Anderson Art Museum in the former private home of the newspaper publisher Amos 

Anderson (1878-1961), an avid collector of 20th century Finnish art. These works are 

shown alongside European art from the 15th to 18th century as well as some modern 

art from the collection of the architect Sigurd Frosterus. In its present location since 

1965, the museum is preparing to move into a spectacular, new underground complex 

in the city centre, where skylights will flood the lower level. www.amosanderson.fi

In 1921 the brewing magnate Paul Sinebrychoff bequeathed his private art collection, 

the largest in the Nordic countries at the time, to the state. His home now hosts the 

Sinebrychoff Art Museum, where the sumptuous interiors, including antique furniture, 

silverware, porcelain and other exquisite objets d’art, seem frozen in time. Surrounding 

them is Finland’s most significant collection of paintings by foreign old masters, 

ranging from the 14th century to the 1850s and including works by Flemish, Dutch, 

Italian, English and French artists such as Cranach, Rembrandt, Tiepolo, Daubigny 

and many others. The lower floor, with its vaulted brick ceiling, is an atmospheric 

setting for a display of religious icons. www.sinebrychoffintaidemuseo.fi 

design brands, including beautiful wooden 

products for the home by Pentik, Finlayson 

textiles (founded by the Scottish mill 

owner James Finlayson), Iittala glass and 

Hackman ceramics. Behind the Arabia 

complex is a new residential area which 

has been developed over the last 15 years 

or so where the design ethic continues. 

Developers are required by law to devote 

a portion of their costs to art and design, 

with the result that the area boasts creative 

architecture and public artworks.

See also Scandinavian Design, pages 

22-23.

HELSINKI ART MUSEUM
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KIRKER MUSIC HOLIDAYS
F O R  D I S C E R N I N G  T R AV E L L E R S

Speak to an expert or  
request a brochure:

020 7593 2284 quote code GAR

www.kirkerholidays.com

A CRUISE THROUGH THE BALTIC TO ST PETERSBURG
A TEN NIGHT HOLIDAY | 24 SEPTEMBER 2017

Rosyth (Edinburgh) – Copenhagen – Helsinki – St Petersburg – Tallinn – Kiel Canal – Rosyth
with the Carducci String Quartet, Simon Rowland-Jones, viola, Paul Janes, piano, Joshua Ellicott, tenor,  

Monika-Evelin Liiv, mezzo soprano, and the Ferio Saxophone Quartet

Our first cruise to depart Scotland includes visits to four wonderful cultural cities, each with its own distinctive personality, 
as well as a journey along the 100 kilometre Kiel Canal linking the Baltic to the North Sea.First we shall visit Copenhagen, 
Denmark’s intimate but vibrant capital with a host of cultural attractions including the glittering 
Rosenborg Palace, the National Gallery of Denmark and the famous Tivoli Gardens. We then 
continue on to Helsinki, where we will be offering a special excursion focussing on Finland’s 
national hero, Jean Sibelius. Next is the majestic city of St Petersburg, and finally Tallinn, 
where we will discover mediaeval architecture before enjoying a concert by principal singers 
from the Estonian National Opera. 

Prices start from £1,970 per person for ten nights including all concerts, talks  
and interviews, full board throughout and private drinks parties.

THE KIRKER ISCHIA MUSIC FESTIVAL
A SEVEN NIGHT HOLIDAY | 9 OCTOBER 2017

Join the Piatti Quartet, tenor Luis Gomes, pianist Carole Presland and violist Simon Rowland-Jones on the idyllic island 
of Ischia for six exclusive concerts at La Mortella, the former home of Sir William & Lady Walton. We will also enjoy 

one concert given as part of the Walton Trust’s series.

Our concerts are held in the lovely concert hall overlooking the garden, next to the villa 
where the Waltons lived. We stay at the 4* Albergo San Montano in the small resort of 
Lacco Ameno, a few minutes’ drive from La Mortella with spectacular views of the Bay of 
Naples. We include a guided tour of the garden at La Mortella and a half-day sightseeing 
tour of Ischia.

Price from £2,256 per person for seven nights including flights, accommodation with 
breakfast and dinner, seven concerts, all sightseeing, entrance fees and gratuities and the 

services of the Kirker Tour Lecturer.

Kirker Holidays offers an extensive range of holidays for music lovers. These include tours to leading 
festivals in Europe such as Schubertiade and the Puccini Opera Festival, and opera weekends in Verona, 

Venice, Milan, Dresden, Vienna & New York.

We also host a series of exclusive chamber music festivals throughout Europe & the UK, featuring highly 
acclaimed musicians in elegant surroundings.
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ART NOUVEAU 
A couple of areas show off Helsinki’s Art 

Nouveau heritage best. In the Katajanokka 

district, Luotsikatu (‘katu’ is Finnish for street) 

is arguably the city’s best preserved street, 

while Huvilakatu in the Kalliolinnantie 

disytrict has some of the city’s most 

attractive houses of their kind.

Check out also the Central Railway 

Station, where four granite-bearing giants 

guard the main entrance. Inside the Art 

Nouveau building, voted one of the world’s 

most beautiful stations by the BBC in 2013, 

there are beautiful murials and many 

elegant touches in the facings and fixtures.

HOW TO GET 
THERE 

Finnair flies direct from Edinburgh to 

Helsinki from March 26 to October 

26, 2017 on Sundays, Mondays and 

Thursdays with additional services 

on Tuesdays and Wednesdays 

during the peak summer period.  
www.finnair.com, T 0208 001 0101

FURTHER INFO 
www.visithelsinki.fi

WHERE TO STAY 

A block from the elegant Esplanadi, 

where locals and visitors 

promenade between Helsinki’s 

main thoroughfare, Mannerheimintie 

street, and the harbour, the 

GLO Hotel Kluuvi received the 

Tripadvisor Travellers’ Choice 2015 

Award. Its recently opened sister 

property, GLO Hotel Art, occupies a 

spectacular Art Nouveau building in 

the Design District and has its own 

modern art collection.  

www.glohotels.fi

PARIS Villified by many Parisians for 

its ‘inside out’ design, the Pompidou 
Centre celebrates its 40th anniversary 

this year ahead of a two-year, €100 

million refurbishment. The then unknown 

architects, Italian Renzo Piano and Brit 

Richard Rogers, placed the inner workings 

of the museum on the outside, freeing 

up gallery space. However, this also 

meant that much of the structure has 

suffered from its continual exposure to the 

elements. 

NETHERLANDS A year-long series of 

exhibitions and events celebrates this 

year’s centenary of the founding of the 

Dutch art movement De Stijl, which is 

characterised by the reduction of form and 

colour to their essentials, concentrating on 

vertical and horizontal lines and the use 

of only black, white and primary colours. 

Entitled Mondrian to Dutch Design, the 

programme includes exhibitions of the 

largest collection of paintings by Piet 

Mondrian at the Gemeentemuseum in 

The Hague, the largest furniture collection 

by the legendary designer and architect 

Gerrit Rietveld at Centraal Museum in 

Utrecht and works by abstract painter 

Theo van Doesburg in Leiden, where he 

established De Stijl magazine to showcase 

the philosophy of the new Dutch art 

movement. www.holland.com (Search ‘ 

Mondrian to Dutch Design’)

POTSDAM In the magnificent, 

reconstructed palace in the outskirts 

of Berlin from which it takes its name, 

the newly opened Museum Barberini 
will host exhibitions ranging from the 

Old Masters to contemporary art. The 

inaugural show is Impressionism: The Art 

of Landscape (until May 28), which include 

works by Monet, Renoir and Caillebotte. 

www.museum-barberini.com

ART WORLD

THE ‘INSIDE OUT’ POMPIDOU CENTRE

THE ART NOUVEAU MAIN 
STATION WAS VOTED ONE 

OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL IN 
THE WORLD BY THE BBC

“
”

KIASMA
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S
candinavians talk about design 

like other nationalities talk 

about food or sex. (Google 

“Scandinavian design” and 

you’ll come up with over 7.5 

million search results.) So what is it with the 

Scandinavian obsession with design? 

One explanation is the harsh climate, 

the theory being that people are forced 

to spend so much time indoors during 

the long, dark winters that they surround 

themselves with style and beauty. A need 

arose for airy, sleek interiors to reflect as 

much of the short sunlight as possible. 

Colours in many Scandinavian designs 

range from shades of white to beige, light 

blues and natural light wood tones. To this 

neutral colour scheme is often added bright 

red for dramatic contrast. Similarly, textures 

and fabrics follow natural themes. Floral 

patterns or small, repeated motifs against a 

solid background are common. 

Says Justin Baddon of the Edinburgh 

interiors shop Moleta Munro: “Scandinavian 

design is about the marriage of form and 

function, embracing modernism in the 

production of beautifully simple products 

with clean lines. A lot of Scandinavian 

design is timeless. Many designs which 

are popular today were in fact originally 

THE NORDIC COUNTRIES 
HAVE A NEAR CENTURY-
OLD DESIGN TRADITION 
OF COMBINING BEAUTY 
AND PURPOSE 

FORM and 
FUNCTION

BALL CHAIR DESIGNED BY EERO 
AARNIO © RAUNO TRÄSKELIN
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designed in the 1930s, ‘40s and ‘50s. 

Scandinavian design stands the test of time.”

Scandinavian designs are often multi-

functional - a saucer without a ring which 

can also be used as a small plate, a 

cappuccino cup which can double as a 

soup/dessert bowl or stackable, space-

saving crockery – reflections of post-war 

austerity and the move from an agricultural 

to an industrial economy.

The use of natural resources in 

Scandinavia encouraged strong craft 

traditions. A number of institutions were 

established early on to protect makers 

against an influx of inferior, foreign, mass-

produced goods. Designs often combine 

natural woods, such as teak, beech, pine 

and ash, with aluminium, steel, chrome or 

glass - materials which are all relatively 

accessible and inexpensive. Design 

trademarks include straight lines with curved 

detailing, thin, generally tapered legs and 

benches and bench-like sofas with minimal 

upholstery.

Uniquely, Scandinavian design was 

furniture-driven and is today virtually 

synonymous with furniture design. 

Uncomplicated furniture was a departure 

from the large, ornate pieces found in many 

different European styles. The obsession 

with Scandinavian design continues today. 

IKEA, the Swedish homeware giant known 

for its light, compact and easily assembled 

designs, can be found around the world.

ALVAR AALTO’S ICONIC WAVE 
DESIGN BY THE LEGENDARY FINNISH 
DESIGNER ALVAR AALTO (1898-
1976) FOR IITTALA, THE TABLEWARE 
AND COOKWARE SPECIALISTS. 
REVOLUTIONARY COMPARED TO THE 
DECORATIVE OBJECTS OF THE TIME 
(IT FIRST APPEARED IN 1936), THE 
UNDULATING, NATURE-INSPIRED 
SHAPE HAS BECOME AN ICON 
OF FINNISH DESIGN. WHEREAS 
ELSEWHERE IN EUROPE IITTALA 
IS SOLD IN SPECIALTY STORES, IN 
FINLAND YOU CAN PICK UP A PIECE 
IN YOUR LOCAL SUPERMARKET. 

NORR11 SHANGHAI LOUNGE CHAIR, SHANGHAI OTTOMAN AND CHUB ONE TABLE LAMP (IMAGE COURTESY OF CATALOG, EDINBURGH)

FLOW WHITE JUG BY MUUTO, DESIGNED 
BY JACOB WAGNER. FINE BONE CHINA 
GLAZED ON THE INSIDE AND UNGLAZED 
ON THE OUTSIDE

PLUS BLACK SALT AND PEPPER 
GRINDERS BY MUUTO

ROCKET STOOL DESIGNED BY THE 
FINNISH DESIGNER EERO AARNIO, 
1995. AN EXPERT IN THE ERGONOMIC 
ASPECTS OF SITTING, AARNIO HAS 
DESIGNED CHAIRS WITHOUT BACK 
RESTS, LEGS, JOINTS OR EVEN SEATS. 
HE SAYS: “THE ULTIMATE PURPOSE OF 
DESIGN IS TO MAKE OUR LIVES EASIER 
AND FUNCTION BETTER.”

EDINBURGH
Catalog, 2-4 St Stephen Place, EH3 5AJ, T 0131 225 

2888, www.cataloginteriors.com

Moleta Munro, 43 London Street, EH3 6LX, T 0131 

557 4800, www.moletamunro.com 

Bra Bohag, 150 Easter Road, EH7 5RL, T 07981 

451318, Facebook Search ‘Bra Bohag’  

BoConcept, 19B Rose Street, EH2 2PR, T 0131 226 

6367, www.boconcept.com

Life Story, 53 London Street, EH3 6LX, T 0131 629 

9699, www.lifestoryshop.com

GLASGOW
BoConcept, 257 Sauchiehall Street, G2 3EZ T 0141 

341 4920, www.boconcept.com

HELENSBURGH
The Scandinavian Shop, 53 Sinclair Street, G84 8TG, 

T 01436 673623, www.scandinavianshop.co.uk
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24 Thistle Street, Aberdeen AB10 1XD
01224 625629 • info@galleryheinzel.com

Open Mon – Sat from 10am
www.galleryheinzel.com

GALLERY HEINZEL
C O N T E M P O R A R Y  A R T

PAM CARTER
11th March to 22nd April 

‘In
n,

 S
te

in
’

Watch Pam Carter in her studio talk about 
her work. Search ‘Gallery Heinzel Pam Carter 

interview’ on YouTube or Vimeo

OPEN Mon 10–4,  Thu,  Fri,  Sat 10–5
Winter hours vary

10 Braemar Rd, Ballater • 013397 55888
www.larksgallery.com

Ian Bashford - ‘River Tilt M
elting Snow

’

FEBRUARY
IAN BASHFORD

MARCH
QUENTIN DAVIES
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P am Carter returns to Gallery 
Heinzel in Aberdeen for a 

solo exhibition comprising 

some 40 new works. The 

show is accompanied by a 

video interview with the artist at her studio, 

available to view on the gallery’s YouTube 

and Vimeo channels, in which she discusses 

her work and influences and the subtle 

changes in her painting since her last solo 

with the gallery four years ago. As ever, the 

paintings reflect Pam’s fascination with 

the Scottish landscape. Mar 11-Apr 22, 
www.galleryheinzel.com

Peacock Visual Arts in Aberdeeen 

has a new director, Mozambique-born 

Nuno Sacramento, who has moved 

from a successful term as director of 

the Scottish Sculpture Workshop. A 

graduate of the deAppel curatorial 

training programme in Amsterdam, he 

has a doctorate in Visual 

Arts from the School of 

Media Arts and Imaging at 

Duncan of Jordanstone College 

of Art and Design in Dundee. With 

a wealth of experience in the arts, 

he plans to attract new artists and 

international projects to the city. 

www.peacockvisualarts.com

Celebrating its 30th anniversary 

this year, Tolquhon Gallery near 

Ellon presents the ever popular 

Jolomo in one of several solo 

JOLOMO, ‘SUNSET ON THE CAMPBELTOWN MOORINGS’ 
(TOLQUHON GALLERY)

PAM CARTER IN HER STUDIO (GALLERY HEINZEL) shows the artist has scheduled this year. 

Jolomo was recently commissioned by 

Glengoyne to paint four seasonal paintings 

inspired by the distillery to be printed on 

limited edition whisky gift tins and released 

annually until 2019. Glengoyne will make a 

donation to the Mack Restoration Appeal to 

help Glasgow School of Art recover from the 

2014 fire. The collaboration is expected to 

raise up to £50,000 for the fund. Apr 1-25,  
www.tolquhon-gallery.co.uk
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MILTON ART GALLERY 

Open 7 days a week, 10am –5pm, Sun 11am – 5pm.
MILTON ART GALLERY
MILTON OF CRATHES BANCHORY AB31  5QH
info@miltonart.com • miltonart.com • 01330 844664

Majestic Animals 24th March

STUDIO SALE
3rd February – 19th March

TOLQUHON GALLERY

WEST TO ARGYLL AND THE INNER HEBRIDES
JOLOMO  Solo Exhibition 1 April — 25 April
Tolquhon, Tarves, Ellon,  Aberdeenshire,  AB41 7LP
T: 01651 842343  E: art@tolquhon-gallery.co.uk

www.tolquhon-gallery.co.uk

A CHRYSALIS ARTS EVENT

nyos.org.uk

north  
yorkshire 

open 
studios

3/4 & 10/11 June 2017

“1 car, 4 friends, 14 artists’ studios 
visited. Arrived home, tired, happy and 
totally inspired. Fantastic weekend at 

North Yorkshire Open Studios!” 
NYOS VISITOR
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A
n exhibition of the 

renowned Alexander 

Goudie collection of 

paintings illustrating the 

narrative Roberts Burns 

poem ‘Tam o’ Shanter’ continues at the 

Maclaurin Gallery in Ayr (until Mar 18). 

Goudie (1933-2004), a graduate of Glasgow 

School of Art, where he also tutored before 

becoming a full-time artist, completed the 

cycle in 1999. It was purchased by South 

Ayrshire Council in its entirety. Frank 

McFadden follows (Mar 25-Apr 30) with a 

show of works reminiscent in style to Peter 

Howson, with whom he once shared a 

studio. www.themaclaurin.org.uk

I Am Here, a Crafts Council Touring 

Exhibition of portable art, wearable objects 

and jewellery since the 1970s, is currently 

showing at the Dick Institute in Kilmarnock. 

The New Jewellery movement of the 1970s 

saw jewellers using non-precious materials 

and experimental design, shifting our idea 

of what jewellery could be. The exhibition 

includes work by Susanna Heron (one of the 

first jewellers to use perspex), a film of an 

arm piece made of ice by Naomi Filmer and 

a bejewelled, fur-coated emperor penguin 

brooch by the Dutch jeweller Felieke van 

der Leest. Until Apr 29,  
www.eastayrshireleisure.com

Following the success of the annual Arran 

Open Studios, 18 studios and galleries have 

created the year-round Arran Art Trail 
around the island often called “Scotland in 

miniature”. www.arranopenstudios.com

ALEXANDER GOUDIE, 
‘NEARLY MADE IT!’ 
(MACLAURIN GALLERY)

DOROTHY HOGG, BROOCH FROM THE SPIRIT LEVEL SERIES, 1994. 
PHOTO: TODD-WHITE ART PHOTOGRAPHY (DICK INSTITUTE)

THE TOD ENDOWMENT FUND
Charity No SC010046

The Scottish Artists’ Benevolent Association is empowered by the above to
provide holidays in Scotland for artists (resident in Scotland for at least two

years) who are experiencing difficulties.

APPLICATION FORMS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM:
The Secretary, Scottish Artists' Benevolent Association, 

C/o Robb Ferguson, Regent Court, 70 West Regent Street, Glasgow G2 2QZ

The Scottish Artists’ Benevolent Association

Harbour and Pool, Fife Archibald Dunbar McIntosh RSW RGI

HOLIDAYS IN SCOTLAND

Charity No SC011823

 72 John Finnie Street, Kilmarnock
01563 550303
 www.gallery2kilmarnock.co.uk

 Gallery2Kilmarnock

GALLERY 2

Gallery 2 offers a complete range of 
mouldings, original art and contract 
picture framing for hotels, pubs and 
restaurants. With a large selection of 
limited editions and unique gifts.
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T FLAT 
CAT 
GALLERY 
and cafe

Open 7 Days

2 Market Place
Lauder
Berwickshire TD2 6SR

01578 722808

www.flatcatgallery.co.uk
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 PETER GIBB
Until 31st March
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THE THREE FISHES 
GALLERY & FRAMING
19B Eastgate, Peebles, 01721 720860 
Mon – Fri (closed Wed) 10.00 –17.00 
Sat 11.00 –16.30 
www.thethreefishesgalleryandframing.co.uk

Moy Mackay Gallery/Moy Mackay Artist          

tweedart.co.uk

Tweed Art (formerly known as McHardy’s Art & Framing)  
have refurbished their Artists & Craft Makers Gallery. 

Why not pop in, say hello, and have a look at the beautiful art on display?
There is a large selection of original art, limited edition prints, ceramics, 

glass, sculpture and jewellery. All make perfect Christmas presents.

We can frame just about anything
Over 100 gift ideas for less than £50

1 Biggiesknowe, Peebles EH45 8HS  Tel: 01721 720246
Open 9.30am - 5pm, Monday to Saturday

Online gallery and shop: tweedart.co.uk

1 Biggiesknowe, Peebles EH45 8HS
01721 720246 | Open 9.30am-5pm, Mon to Sat

At Tweed Art we have a great selection 
of original art and limited edition prints, 

to handcrafted jewellery, ceramics, 
wood and glass.

FRAMING STUDIO 
ARTISTS & CRAFT MAKERS GALLERY

Art: On walls, on shelves

23 Market Square, Melrose TD6 9PL     
Tel: 01896 208190                                

www.thegallerymelrose.co.uk

An ever changing display of 
eclectic original art
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he Three Fishes Gallery 
and Framing in Peebles is 

now entering its sixth year. 

As well as offering original 

framing ideas and interesting 

local exhibitions, framer, owner and artist 

in residence Jim Macdonald continues his 

ongoing exhibition of original watercolour 

illustrations. His subjects include wildlife, 

portraits, cityscapes and figure studies. 

www.thethreefishesgalleryandframing.
co.uk

The Coldingham Gallery in the pretty 

fishing village of the same name specialises 

T in Chinese paintings, 

porcelain and decorative 

objects, modern 

Vietnamese art, paintings, 

prints and objets d’art 

from the Scottish Borders 

and second hand and 

antiquarian books. The 

gallery is operated by 

Paul Harris, a writer and 

lecturer on art and modern 

history and the joint author, 

with Julian Halsby, of 

The Dictionary of Scottish 

Painters, which has continuously been in 

print in five editions since 1990. 

In another life, he reported from 

conflict zones for many national 

and international periodicals.  
www.coldinghamgallery.co.uk

John Adam’s Paxton House, a 

splendid example of neo-Palladian 

architecture completed in 1763, 

includes a magnificent Picture 

Gallery especially designed to 

hang paintings. It now houses 

works on loan from the National Galleries 

of Scotland. These include some delightful 

landscapes, which will be the subject of an 

illustrated lecture by Ola Wojtkiewicz, art 

historian and Senior Curator of 16th and 17th 

century collections at the Scottish National 

Portrait Gallery (Sun Mar 19).  

www.paxtonhouse.co.uk

Iain Lowden and David Wallace recently 

opened The Gallery Melrose in the pretty 

Borders town of the same name, selling a 

wide range of contemporary art and gifts. 

www.thegallerymelrose.co.uk
JIM MACDONALD, ‘ROADHOUSE BLUES’ 
(THREE FISHES GALLERY AND FRAMING)

IAIN LOWDEN (LEFT) AND DAVID WALLACE OF  
THE GALLERY MELROSE

I HEART 
SCOTLAND  
Rachel 
Maclean
 
A Touring Show from  
Edinburgh Printmakers

Wed 1 March – Sun 9 April 2017

The Scott Gallery, 
Hawick Museum, 
Wilton Lodge Park, 
Hawick TD9 7JL

Film and print work exploring 
Scottish national identity and 
its founding mythologies.  At 
once grotesquely positive and 
violently kitsch, the exhibition 
creates a complex and dark 
surreal vision of modern 
Scotland. The exhibition is 
being staged in partnership 
with Alchemy Film Festival 
-based in Hawick, curators of 
Rachel Maclean at the 2017 
Venice Biennale. 

MARCH 
Mon-Fri  12 – 3 & Sun 1 – 3
 
APRIL         
Mon-Fri, 10 – 12, 1 – 5, 
Sat & Sun 2 – 5

During Alchemy Film Festival 
2 – 5 March
Thurs 12 – 5, Fri 11 – 5,  
Sat 10 – 5 & Sun 12 – 5

01450 364747
Free Admission
Lift to Gallery
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‘Iridescent’ Exhibition 
|February & March 

Whitmuir is home to not only Dancing Light Gallery but also to Whitmuir Kitchen Licensed Café and Bistro,  
Quercus Garden Plants, Children's Fairy Walk and an Organic Farm Shop. Something for everyone... 

Dancing light Gallery, Whitmuir, Near West Linton, Edinburgh, EH46 7BB  
info@dancinglightgallery.co.uk | 01968 660200 | Open: 10 to 5pm Monday to Sunday  

A mixed exhibition welcomes work by  James Somerville Lindsay, Penny Lyall, 
Madeleine Gardiner, Ali Goodyear, Neil Martin, Kate Lloyd, Sarah Anderson, 
Jo Arnold, Tricia Thom, Ann Povey, Francis Wilson,  Ella Noble,  
Emma Lumley, Angie Young, Hannah Morris, Sam Glendinning,  
Colin Semple, David Owens, Robin Fox, Laura Moore and many . 

James Somerville Lindsay Sarah Anderson Jo Arnold Sam Glendinning 

51 High Street, Coldstream TD12 4DL
01890 254 010  

Tues – Sat 10am – 4pm 
Wed 10am – 1pm

www.whitefoxgallery.co.uk

    Fine Art Photography,       
            Painting, Art-Painted 
Furniture, Miniature 
       Art Jewellery, Fine 
               Textile, Ceramics, 
 Sculpture and much more …
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T 
he longest established gallery 

in the picturesque harbour 

town of Kirkcudbright (known 

as “The Artists’ Town”) the 

Harbour Cottage Gallery 

celebrates its 60th anniversary this year. 

The gallery has itself appeared in many 

paintings, particularly by the Kirkcudbright 

group of painters, including Jessie M. King, 

E. A. Taylor and S. J. Peploe, which sprung 

up from the late 19th century, reflecting a 

trend of artist colonies around Britain. This 

year’s programme includes an anniversary 

exhibition, The Kirkcudbright Art Scene of 

Sixty Years Ago (Sep 1-16).  

www.harbourcottagegallery.org.uk

The British Wildlife 

Photography Awards 

2016: A Celebration of 

British Wildlife at the 

Gracefield Arts Centre 

in Dumfries features 

winning images by 

amateur and professional 

photographers chosen 

from thousands of 

entries. Says zoologist, 

writer, photographer 

and broadcaster Mark 

Carwardine, co-presenter 

with Stephen Fry of 

the BBC2 TV series 

Last Chance to See, 

about endangered species: “The bar in 

wildlife photography has been raised to 

unimaginably high levels of sophistication, 

innovation and artistic vision.” Gracefield is 

the first Scottish venue to host this exhibition. 

Mar 4-Apr 15,  
www.dumgal.gov.uk/gracefield

Two venues reputed for presenting local 

artists and makers have announced their 

exhibitions for the first half of the year. The 

Castle Douglas Art Gallery programme 

includes work by members of art groups 

such as Scotia Crafters (Apr 26 April-May 6), 

the Dumfries and Galloway Fine Arts Society 

(May 10-20) and the Solway Art Group 

(May 31-Jun 10), while the Tolbooth Arts 
Centre features pastel and pencil originals 

of wildlife by Fiona Simon (Mar 29-Apr 17), 

wool felt paintings and crafts by Ann Smith 

(Apr 19-May 7) and seasonal landscapes by 

George Lawson (May 24-Jun 11).  

www.dumgal.gov.uk Search ‘galleries’E.A. HORNEL, ‘HARVESTING, KIRKCUDBRIGHT’ 1885. HORNEL 
WAS A MEMBER OF THE KIRKCUDBRIGHT ARTIST COLONY. 
(SEE HARBOUR COTTAGE GALLERY)

GEORGE STOYLE, ‘JELLYFISH’, 2016 BRITISH WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHY AWARDS WINNER 
(GRACEFIELD ARTS CENTRE)

Until 25 February Living Landscape

4 March – 15 April
Gallery 1: Advance Dumfries and 
Galloway Higher Art Students and 
their teachers

Gallery 2: British Wildlife
Photographers Award 2016

28 Edinburgh Rd, Dumfries DG1 1JQ
art@dumgal.gov.uk
www.dumgal.gov.uk

A R T S  C E N T R E
G R AC E F I E L D

What’s On at Gracefield

 
   W 
           T H E

W H I T E H O U S E 
G A L L E R Y

Spring In Her Step
  11th March - 6th May 2017

A celebration of the beauty of Spring
and Women in Art.

Fine Artists include Yvonne Coomber,
 Pamela Grace, Morag Lloyds, Moy Mackay,

Jennifer Mackenzie, Heloise Maylin, 
Margaret S Milligan, Carol Moore, 
Amanda Phillips,  Ingebjorg Smith,

 Kelly Stewart & Liz Toole

Also features new collections of ceramics,
furniture, textiles, sculpture and mosaics, as well 

as ongoing work by a wide range of 
artists and makers.

louise o’hara

47 St Mary Street, Kirkcudbright DG6 4DU  
T: 01557 330223   E: info@whitehousegallery.co.uk
w w w . w h i t e h o u s e g a l l e r y . c o . u k
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Open 10/10.30am-5pm, Mon-Sat 
Clience Studio, By the Clocktower, 212 King Street,  
Castle Douglas DG7 1DS
01556 504318  |  www.cliencestudio.co.uk

The light and beauty of Galloway is the main focus of this artist’s 
gallery in Castle Douglas, with dramatic Scottish Highlands and 
Cumbrian mountain landscapes also featured. Other themes include 
Sea Spirits and Reflections. Newest paintings and work in progress on 
show and a wide selection of signed giclee prints and art gifts from 
Galloway paintings available. Enquiries about affordable commissions 
also very welcome.

Clience Studio
Seascape and Landscape paintings by

Angela Lawrence

(The artist) takes objects from 
the collections...to creatively 

orchestrate their historical 
narratives alongside the 
transient meanings they 

generate as things.

THE (GALLERY) AIMS TO 
PROVIDE A SPACE OF PRODUCTION 
AND PRESENTATION FOR 
CREATIVE PRACTITIONERS 
THROUGH ENGAGING WITH THE 
PROCESSES OF PRODUCTION 
UNIQUE TO EACH INDIVIDUAL.

’

’

‘HER WORK 
FOCUSES 
ON THE 
TRANSLATION 
OF MEANING 
THROUGH 
DIFFERENT 
POINTS IN 
TIME.’

TALK ABOUT GIVING ART A BAD 
NAME. (NAMES WITHHELD TO 

PROTECT THE GUILTY.)

“
”

‘(THE ARTIST) 
CREATES 
MINIMAL 
ARCHITECTONIC 
STRUCTURES 
THAT RESPOND 
TO THE SOCIAL, 
POLITICAL AND 
PSYCHOLOGICAL 
USE OF SPACE.’

WE ALL LIVE EITHER IN 
THE TOWN OR THE COUNTRY, 
AND NATURALLY RESPOND TO 

THESE CORRESPONDINGLY 
ALL-EMBRACING THEMES, 

WHICH LEND THEMSELVES TO A 
SERENDIPITOUS SELECTION, SUCH 

AS IS OFFERED HERE.

’

’“
”

‘IT IS ONE OF THE PARADOXES OF 
THE MEDIUM OF PHOTOGRAPHY 
THAT THE VIEWER CONTINUOUSLY 
SWITCHES FROM A PERCEPTION 
OF THE MOTIF PRESENTED TO AN 
AESTHETIC APPRECIATION AND 
VICE VERSA.’

HUH?

DUMFRIES & GALLOWAY
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Gallery TEN 
we have moved

now at
5 William Street Edinburgh
www.galleryten.co.uk
infogalleryten@gmail.com
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T
hree tattooed Doulton 

figurines, a set of clocks 

which tell the time on every 

planet in the solar system 

and a sculpture created 

over nine months in a French cave all 

feature in Between Poles and Tides: New 

Acquisitions from the University of Edinburgh 

Art Collection at the Talbot Rice Gallery. 

Featuring work by established artists and 

recent graduates, the exhibition explores 

themes such as ecology, cosmology, 

politics and geology through sculpture, 

painting, printmaking, video and poetry. 

Between Poles and Tides is one of a 

suite of three exhibitions showcasing the 

University’s collection. The Torrie Collection 

features Italian Renaissance sculptures and 

Dutch Golden Age paintings, while Kate 

V. Robertson’s Object(hood) reinterprets 

objects from the collections, including a 

death mask of Sir Isaac Newton and a piece 

of brain coral. Until May 6,  
www.ed.ac.uk/talbot-rice

Ruth Brownlee and Ruth Nicol are exhibited 

alongside each other in Perceptions at the 

Line Gallery in Linlithgow. Ruth Brownlee’s 

work is inspired by the rugged, dramatic 

JESSICA HARRISON, 
‘PAINTED LADY 14’, 
2015. UNIVERSITY 
OF EDINBURGH 
ART COLLECTION. 
IMAGE COURTESY 
THE ARTIST. 
PHOTO: CHRIS 
PARK (TALBOT RICE 
GALLERY) 

coastal landscape of Shetland and the 

North Sea, while in one artist’s celebration 

of another’s, Ruth Nicol’s work catches 

fleeting glimpses of what it means to live 

on an island. These ‘perceptions’ are 

complemented by the new Linear collection 

of silver jewellery by Jenny Deans, who 

uses repeated elements of wire to create 

structural and sculptural forms. Until Mar 7, 
www.thelineonline.co.uk

French-born and Edinburgh-based artist 

and author Martine Pugh launches her book 

on the painter and engraver Marj Bond 

RSW at the Open Eye Gallery on March 31, 

accompanied by a retrospective exhibition. 

Marj Bond’s work is inspired by the culture 

and landscape not only of Scotland but 

also of countries such as India, Cuba, South 

America and Morocco, her rich, textured 

landscapes and semi-abstract depictions of 

motifs and icons recalling the heritage of the 

places she has visited. Mar 31-Apr 17,  
www.openeyegallery.co.uk

RUTH NICOL, ‘VIEW FROM THE BOD, SODOM’ (LINE GALLERY)
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T

45 Dirleton Avenue, 
North Berwick  
EH39 4BL 
 

01620 895057
07981 982464
info@fidrafineart.co.uk
fidrafineart.co.uk
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Mark Bannerman, 
Joseph Davie and 
Robert Powell
18 March to 17 April 
Preview Friday 17 March 6-8pm 
Open Sat & Sun 12-5pm 
Midweek drop-ins and appointments very welcome.

SUMMER SCHOOL 2017
Each year we host six weeks of inspiring courses including drawing, painting, mixed media, 
jewellery and artists’ books. From total beginners to professional artists, our aim is to provide 
excellent quality teaching suitable for all levels of ability. Courses include -
BEGINNERS DRAWING & PAINTING | A FESTIVAL OF PAINTING | CONTEMPORARY PAINTING
CREATIVE PRINTMAKING | INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL VIDEO | PORTFOLIO PREPARATION
PRINTED LANDSCAPES | YOUNG ARTISTS SUMMER SCHOOL FOR 11-15 YEAR OLDS

OPEN DAY - TUESDAY 7 MARCH, 10AM - 3PM
Applications for year-long courses 2017/18 are now open! Join us for our upcoming Open Day 
and find out more about our unique creative environment. Visitors can tour both our North Junction 
Street and St James campuses and see the studios in action. Tutors will be on hand to answer 
questions about anything from applications and portfolios to course content.

25 NORTH JUNCTION STREET, EDINBURGH, EH6 6HW  
www.LeithSchoolofArt.co.uk | enquiries@LeithSchoolofArt.co.uk | 0131 554 5761

St. Margaret’s House
151 London Road
Edinburgh
EH7 6AE

+44 (0)131 661 1924
www.edinburghpalette.co.uk 
info@edinburghpalette.co.uk

Opening night 
With work by Gray’s School of Art students in our newly 
refurbished galleries!

Saturday March 4, 6-9pm

Gray’s School of Art 
Pre-Degree Show  Annual interim exhibition by 4th Year 
Painting Department

March 5-19, 10am-5pm
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he Weaver’s Apprentice 

at Dovecot Gallery 

tells the story of the 

Dovecot weavers and 

apprenticeships from 

1912 to the present day. The exhibition 

features both historic textile works from 

the archive at Mount Stuart (home of the 

studio’s founder, the Marquess of Bute) and 

current works. Now housed in beautifully 

converted Victorian Baths, Dovecot is a 

world renowned producer of hand-woven 

tapestry and tufted rugs and a key player 

in the renaissance of tapestry. The studio’s 

master weavers have worked with many 

leading contemporary artists, including 

David Hockney, Henry Moore, Chris Ofili 

and Frank Stella. Mar 10-Jul 1,  
www.dovecotstudios.com

Fidra Fine Art in North Berwick is currently 

showing Drawing and Etching, a selection 

of works produced over the last 100 years. 

Drawings, whether as sketched preparation 

for bigger pieces or as finished pieces 

in their own right, offer an interesting 

perspective on an artist’s work which is 

often overshadowed by fully worked pieces. 

Etchings, keenly collected up to the time of 

the Great Depression in the 1930s, appear to 

be more fashionable again and are a great 

way to acquire beautiful, original artwork 

by well known and collectable artists at 

affordable prices. Until Mar 12,  
www.fidrafineart.co.uk

T SAORSA ART GALLERY

ARTIST/OWNER 
TOMMY FITCHET

NEW ABSTRACT 
SCOTTISH 
PAINTINGS AND 
LANDSCAPES & 
SEASCAPES BY 
TOMMY FITCHET 
AND NEW 
CERAMICS FROM 
FIONA THOMPSON.

8 Deanhaugh Street,  
Edinburgh, EH4 1LY
0131 343 1126 

Friday, Saturday & 
Sunday 12–5pm

www.saorsa-art.com

FIONA THOMPSON

EXHIBITING AT 
THE GLASGOW 
CONTEMPORARY 
ART FAIR 2017

EDINBURGH 

DIVINO 
ENOTECA 

One of Scotland’s finest food 

and wine bars is ready to 

reveal a new chapter in its mission to 

deliver authentic Italian cuisine and 

stimulating Italian wines. Following 

a recent expansion, Divino, the Old 

Town favourite, is eager to launch its 

new menu and spanking fresh look.

Stepping through that modest door has always been a magical experience – interiors of 

rich leather, warm wood, exposed stone and twinkling candlelight make the perfect bucolic 

setting to kick back and forget about the city bustle beyond those characterful stone walls. 

And now there’s some bright new stars on the menu courtesy of Head chef Francesco 

Ascrizzi. Culatello Di Collina and Gnocco Frito makes a lush starter -- a brace of rustic ham 

served with warm Emilian fried bread sprinkled with parmesan in a smooth truffle cream 

cheese. From the mains, Tagliatelle al Nero di Seppia e Gamberetti (Fresh squid ink pasta 

sautéed with prawns in a lemon and prawn bisque) is rich, zingy and succulent. And there’s 

always time for the Grand Antipasto Divino, a rich array  of the best hams and salamis, 

cheeses and olives this side of  Bologna.

Great food and wine served with passion and panache, has always been Divina’s core 

mission, so now there’s even more reason to find time to luxuriate in its cosy, stylish interior.

DIVINO ENOTECA, 4 MERCHANT STREET EDINBURGH, EH1 2QD, T 0131 225 1770,  
OPEN TUE-SUN, 12PM TILL LATE, WWW.VITTORIAGROUP.CO.UK 

APPRENTICE PIECE BY RICHARD GORDON, 1912-13.  
IMAGE © NATIONAL MUSEUMS SCOTLAND 
(DOVECOT TAPESTRY STUDIOS)
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February 18 – April 5  
Scottish Ornithologists’ Club
Waterston House, 
Aberlady EH32 0PY
Open daily 10am–4pm 
01875 871 330
www.the-soc.org.uk

THE SOC IS A 
SCOTTISH 
CHARITABLE 
INCORPORATED 
ORGANISATION 
SC009859

Carol Barrett
Brush with the Wild

Highland Stoneware Bass Rock exclusive to Westgate Galleries

41 Westgate, North Berwick, East Lothian EH39 4AG     
TEL: 01620 894976  • www.westgategalleries.co.uk

Paintings, Prints, Art Glass, Bronzes, Interiors, Jewellery, Leathers, Gifts, Licensed Cafe

Quality Gifts from Scotland and around the World
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Tom Watt
Until 4th March

36 Dundas St., Edinburgh EH3 6JN
0131 556 6366
mail@torrancegallery.co.uk
www.torrancegallery.co.uk

Picture framing service from 
our own workshops

Ken Ferguson
11th – 25th March

4 Drumsheugh Place 
Edinburgh EH3 7PT 
www.uniongallery.co.uk

HENRY JABBOUR SOLO EXHIBITION. 
THIS LIFE TO ME
03.03.17 – 01.04.17

 ‘Women With Flowers’ Henry Jabbour  

W
here is the coward 

that would not dare to 

fight for such a land as 

Scotland,” Sir Walter 

Scott asked in the 

18th century. But what does it mean to be 

Scottish in 2017? Does one have to be born 

in Scotland to feel Scottish? Amid tension 

surrounding Brexit, the possibility of another 

independence referendum and aftershocks 

from the US presidential election, Scottish 

Identity at Gallery 23 in Edinburgh has 

asked artists to examine their own views of 

DELFTFIELD GOBLET 
(NATIONAL MUSEUM 
OF SCOTLAND)

Scotland and its people in a body of work 

which exposes the nuanced dimensions of 

this unique country. As well as engaging 

directly with social issues, the works 

also address themes such as the natural 

landscape, historic traditions, personal 

experience, notions of ancestry, patriotism 

and politics. Mar 31-Apr 20,  
www.esuscotland.org.uk/gallery-23

The Scottish Gallery celebrates its 175th 

anniversary this year. Established in South 

Saint David Street by Aitken Dott in 1842 as 

“Gilders, Framers, and 

Artists’ Colourmen”, 

the firm also exhibited 

and sold work by 

leading Scottish artists, 

as it does to this 

day. As the business 

grew, larger premises 

were found in Castle 

Street in 1860 and 

a new dedicated 

gallery space was 

opened in 1897 as 

The Scottish Gallery. 

It has been situated 

on Dundas Street, 

Edinburgh’s “gallery row”, since 1992. A 

special programme of exhibitions is planned 

throughout this anniversary year highlighting 

emerging, established and historical artists. 

www.scottish-gallery.co.uk

Over 250 years ago Scottish industry 

began producing a wide range of pottery, 

from everyday ware to exotic, decorative 

pieces. Potteries sprung up around the 

Forth and Clyde regions as well as further 

afield. Scottish Pottery: Art and Innovation at 

the National Museum of Scotland brings 

together key 

objects from 

this important 

time in Scottish 

industrial 

history and 

tells the story 

of some of the 

people behind 

it. Until Jun 25, 
www.nms.ac.uk

PETER J. SCOTT, ‘NO MAN’S LAND’, 2015, (POPPY SERIES), MIXED MEDIA DRAWING OVER 
PRINT COLLAGE (GALLERY 23)

“
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Over 60 emerging artists & 
architects selected from the 
2016 Scottish degree shows 
Entry £5 / 3 concession (free catalogue) 

RSA:NC 
RSA New Contemporaries  
18 Feb - 15 March 

RSA Annual Exhibition  
01 April - 07 May 

RSA Sir William Gillies  
Bequest Lecture, 23 Feb 

The 191st Royal Scottish Academy  
Annual Exhibition including  the RSA  
Architecture Open 
Entry £5 / 4 concession (free catalogue) 

A Celebration of John Berger HRSA 
Free but Ticketed  

RSA charity registered in Scotland [SC004198] 
www.royalscottishacademy.org Image: Clara Hastrup 

ERIC RITCHIE
a second look

11th March ~ 8th April 2017

www.doubtfiregallery.com
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I ts title referring to a Billy Connolly 

sketch in which he claims that 

Kirkcaldy’s linoleum industry declined 

because nobody could pronounce 

the word, Limomolum at Kirkcaldy 
Galleries explores the effect of the town’s 

de-industrialisation. Working closely with a 

group of residents, artist Jeremy Hutchison 

has created a series of performances, 

texts and videos which investigate the 

experience of unemployment in Kirkcaldy 

and its relationship to a thriving industrial 

past. Limomolum is 

presented by Fife 

Contemporary Art & 

Craft. Mar 11-Jun 11, 
www.fcac.co.uk

In Digitalis at the 

Lochgelly Centre 

Brighton-based 

photographer 

Georgeana 

Parsons presents 

a series of digitally 

manipulated auto 

portraits, featuring 

multifaceted images 

of an individual and 

offering a glimpse into surreal alternative 

realities reminiscent of a dream state. 

Parsons’ work is a hybrid of photography 

and digital manipulation, pushing the 

medium beyond the simple representation 

of reality. Mar 27-May 19, www.onfife.com

Art exhibitions and events have been a 

regular feature of StAnza, the long-running 

annual poetry festival in St Andrews which 

this year celebrates its 20th anniversary. 

Always referencing poetry, the exhibitions 

have included poet/

artist collaborations, 

artist’s books, kinetic 

poetry, installations, 

photography, 

concrete poetry and 

even floating shows 

on the festival’s 

Poetry Boat. This 

year’s programme 

includes: Resting 

on Almost, a 

digital installation 

of new poems by 

Maitreyabandhu 

based on paintings 

by Cezanne; 
FROM SIMON MANFIELD’S ORCADIANS: SEVEN 
IMPROMPTUS (ST ANZA)

GEORGEANA PARSONS, ‘ALADDIN SANE VISIONARY’  
(LOCHGELLY CENTRE)

Orcadians: Seven Impromptus, in which artist 

Simon Manfield responds to the work of 

poet George Mackay Brown; and StAnza’s 

Back Pages, an exhibition of artwork 

from brochures, leaflets and posters from 

the past twenty festivals. Mar 1-5, www.
stanzapoetry.org/festival/events/visual-art
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Stationers, Booksellers, 
Art Suppliers & Gift Shop

www.jg-innes.co.uk 
jg.innes@talk21.com | 01334 472174

107 South Street | St Andrews | Fife KY16 9QW
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We now have a beautiful gallery space 
upstairs which is available to hire.  

Suitable for art classes or exhibitions.

Mon  – Sat  9  –  5.15 pm 
Sun 12.30  – 4.30 pm

J & G INNES ltd
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John Green 
Fine Art

Located in Glasgow City centre, this long  
established, welcoming gallery exhibits a 
wide spectrum of  the best in both traditional 
and contemporary fine art from Scotland 
and the UK. 

Tues - Fri 10.30 - 5 • Sat 10.30 - 1 
0141 333 1991 • mail@glasgowgallery.com 
www.glasgowgallery.com
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An exhibition of 
paintings and drawings 
by John Paul Raine
from March 25th
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ANTHONY THATCHER, ‘PLAYFUL JACK RUSSELL AND COCKEREL’, 
OIL & PENCIL (CLYDEBANK MUSEUM AND ART GALLERY)

During travels with her 

family in the 1980s across 

Russia, China, Tibet, Nepal, 

India, Hong Kong and the 

Philippines, photographer 

Franki Raffles (1955-94) 

documented the lives of 

women and their work. 

Observing Women at 

Work, to run at Glasgow 

School of Art’s Reid 
Gallery, focuses on these 

works and on her project 

about the Zero Tolerance 

Campaign against 

domestic abuse. Raffles’s 

work will be contextualised with that of key 

early women photographers. Mar 4-Apr 27, 
www.gsa.ac.uk/visit-gsa/exhibitions

Art of Power: Masterpieces from the Bute 

Collection at the Hunterian Art Gallery is 

a rare opportunity to see major paintings 

from the collection gathered largely in the 

18th century by the Enlightenment figure 

John Stuart, Third Earl of Bute and the first 

Scottish-born Prime Minister. One of the UK’s 

foremost private art and artefact collections, 

it includes works by Jan Steen, Jan 

FROM THE FRANKI RAFFLES EXHIBITION AT THE REID GALLERY

T 
he Garden Gallery at 

Clydebank Museum and Art 
Gallery showcases work by 

contemporary Scottish artists, 

all for sale. Anthony Thatcher 

works predominantly in oils on a wide 

range of subjects, including landscapes, 

seascapes, flowers, people, abstracts and, 

increasingly, Glasgow street scenes. The 

exhibition will comprise 19 works with prices 

ranging from £300 to £540. Feb 10-Apr 
29, www.west-dunbarton.gov.uk Search 

‘museums and galleries’

Brueghel, Jacob van Ruisdael, Anthony van 

Dyck, Joshua Reynolds, Allan Ramsay and 

Veronese. The exhibition is split between the 

Hunterian and Mount Stuart, an architectural 

jewel on the Isle of Bute which houses the 

collection. An admission price covers both 

venues. Mar 31-Jan 14 2018,  
www.gla.ac.uk/hunterian

Always
Great
Art
www.rowangallery.com

rowangallery

Rowan Gallery
78 West Clyde Street | Helensburgh G84 8BB
t: 01436 670721 | e: enquiries@rowangallery.com

Opening Hours: Tue-Sat 11am-5pm | Sunday 2-5pm



RON LAWSON
THE ISLES OF BARRA AND VATERSAY  

View a stunning new collection of work by 
one of the UK’s top selling artists.

The Atholl Gallery, Dunkeld - Saturday 11th March to Sunday 10th April

SERIES 3
Ron Lawson - Signed Limited Edition Prints

Released on 20th February - 6 stunning new images - available to 
order direct from the artist at www.ronlawsonart.co.uk
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T he first show of the year at the 

Lime Tree An Ealdhain* Gallery 

in Fort William is Andrew Spink: 

A Retrospective (Feb 16-Mar 16). 

A mountain guide and graduate 

of Glasgow School of Art, Andrew has 

worked in some of the world’s most dramatic 

landscapes. The exhibition includes 

personal sketchbooks offering an additional 

insight into a mountaineer and artist’s 

relationship to the landscape. Following that 

is Casting Shadows (Apr 1-May 1), featuring 

three women Highland artists: Clare Blois, 

Dot Walker, and Fiona Matheson.  

www.limetreefortwilliam.co.uk  

*pron. ‘aa – lan’, Gaelic: ‘the place for 

creativity

The owner of Britain’s most northerly art 

materials shop, Artmedia in Inverness, 

Edward MacMillan is also an accomplished 

artist. In Homeland to Mainland: Watercolour 

Paintings of Harris and Inverness at the 

city’s Castle Gallery, he captures both the 

diverse landscape of his ancestral home in 

the Outer Hebrides and the bustle of city life 

in Inverness. Mar 3-25,  
www.castlegallery.co.uk

Gill Govan and Karen Suzuki are 

the featured artists in Off The Wall: 

An Exhibition of Chandeliers and 

Strange Creatures at Comar in 

Tobermory. Gill works mainly in kiln-

fired glass, and her chandeliers will 

be lit to accentuate the colour and 

reflective qualities of each hand-

made element. Complementing 

these is a collection of scary, 

textile and mixed media animals 

by Karen Suzuki, whose hand-

sewn pieces are inspired by urban 

wildlife, Staffordshire pottery figures, 

medieval bestiaries and old toys. 

Feb 11-Mar 10, www.comar.co.uk

EDWARD MACMILLAN, ‘EILEAN GLAS LIGHTHOUSE, 
SCALPAY, HARRIS’ (CASTLE GALLERY)

LIME TREE 
GALLERY 
FORT WILLIAM
Upcoming Exhibitions 2017
16TH FEBRUARY
ANDY SPINK: A RETROSPECTIVE
Sketches, Drawings & Paintings 1980-2016
1ST APRIL
CASTING SHADOWS – 3 HIGHLAND PAINTERS
Clare Blois / Fiona Matheson / Dot Walker

Andy Spink, a graduate of Glasgow School of 
Art and a mountain guide, has worked in some 
of the world’s most dramatic settings for over 
thirty years. The show offers a fascinating view 
of a mountaineer and artist’s relationship to the 
landscape. The Lime Tree Gallery exhibition is 
part of the Fort William Mountain Festival 2017. 
Admission Free                    
10 am – 10 pm, Mon – Sun
Lime Tree Gallery, Achintore Road, Fort William 
PH336RQ
01397 701806
www.limetreefortwilliam.co.uk.
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Toby
Paterson
The Pinwheel
Abstraction, Architecture and Reality

11 March - 23 April
Bonhoga Gallery
Weisdale,
Shetland
ZE2 9LW

  01595 745750 
  BonhogaGallery
 www.shetlandarts.org
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ARTIST ROOMS: 

Johan  
Grimonprez 

11 March—4 June 

Caithness Horizons 
Thurso 

www.caithnesshorizons.co.uk 

ARTIST ROOMS owned by National 
Galleries of Scotland and Tate. Shared 
in partnership with Ferens Art Gallery 
and supported by the National Lottery 
through Arts Council England, Art 
Fund and by the National Lottery 
through Creative Scotland. 

ART BOOKS

Painting • Ceramics • Jewellery • Woodwork • Sculpture

r e s i p o l e
s t u d i o s

F I N E  A R T  G A L L E R Y

www.resipolestudios.co.uk
loch sunart • acharacle • argyll • scotland • ph36 4hx

find us on social media • tel: 01967 431506

www.resipolestudios.co.uk
loch sunart | acharacle | argyll | scotland | ph36 4hx

THE BIOGRAPHIC SERIES  
pub. Ammonite Press, paperback, £9.95ea

I
n an innovative way of looking at the lives of artists and other 

creative types, each volume of this series takes 50 facts, 

dates, thoughts, habits and achievements of the 

subject and presents them in maps, flow charts 

and bubble diagrams, or ‘infographics’. Blending 

the essential with the trivial, the books give an 

instant overview of an artist’s life and work. And 

so in Biographic: Van Gogh by Sophie Collins 

a graphic of the human body shows his various 

ailments and illnesses (and another exactly 

where he sliced his ear), while in Biographic: 

Monet by Richard Wiles colour charts show 

how Monet saw colours before and after he 

developed cataracts. 

50...YOU SHOULD KNOW 
pub. Prestel, paperback, £14.99ea

W
ith 20 separate editions to date, 

this best-selling series is perfect for 

casual reading or easy reference. 

Subjects range from Art Movements, 

Impressionist Paintings and Contemporary 

Photographers to Designers, Portraits 

and Women Artists, each volume full of 

biographical and anecdotal information, 

beautiful illustrations, informative sidebars, 

critical analyses and glossaries of 

important terms. 

ART MASTERS, PUB. SELFMADEHERO  
paperback, £12.99-£19.99ea

I
n this series artists’ lives are examined in another easily 

accessible format, the graphic novel. Dali, by 

the renowned French comic artist Edmond 

Baudoin, captures the artist’s eccentric 

behaviour, reflects on his artistic legacy and 

attempts to disentangle the man from the myth. 

Munch, by the Norwegian writer/illustrator 

Steffen Kverneland, draws directly from the 

writings of the artist and his contemporaries, 

right down ro Munch’s spelling mistakes and 

idiosyncratic use of punctuation. The series also 

includes editions entitled Pablo, Vincent and 

Rembrandt, with Gauguin due out this spring. 

READ ALL ABOUT IT

Go to www.artmag.co.uk/books for more reviews and a link to buy online via Amazon.
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P
rint Room Dundee at Frames 
Gallery in Perth is named for 

a group of printmakers based 

at Dundee Contemporary 

Arts. Featuring many different 

styles, the exhibition of over 100 prints will 

provide a great overview of contemporary 

printmaking, from screenprinting and etching 

to more recent techniques such as photo-

polymer etching. Until Mar 11,  
www.framesgallery.co.uk

Rockscapes at the Watermill Gallery 

in Aberfeldy brings together Kari de 

Koenigswarter and Malize McBride, two 

artists who share a visceral and tactile 

connection to rock and a fascination with 

the vast timescales and colossal forces 

revealed by geology. Although they have 

different styles and approaches, they 

have frequently worked together around 

various locations, usually spending weeks 

outdoors in all weathers, sketching, painting, 

researching and sharing techniques and 

ideas. Kari uses beeswax and raw pigments 

to create images which have a strong 

physical weight and presence, like the rocks 

she is representing. Malize uses a variety 

of media, including graphite, watercolour, 

ANNE SKINNER, ‘LAND SERIES’ (FRAMES GALLERY)

acrylic and different printing techniques. 

She also takes rubbings from the rocks and 

sometimes incorporates rock dust into the 

works. Mar 25-May 7,  
www.aberfeldywatermill.com/art/
exhibition

The spring exhibition at the Ruthven Gallery 
in Auchterarder features two artists with 

different takes on the Scottish landscape. 

A graduate of Maidstone College of Art in 

Kent, Yvonne Healy develops a painting with 

an instinctive approach, using an economy 

of brushstrokes. She says: “The subject 

of the painting is secondary to the overall 

shapes and marks made, the interest being 

in the application of paint used to depict a 

space.” In describing her work, Forres-based 

Maggie New says: “The paintings are not 

descriptive of any particular place or time, 

rather a space into which I project a more 

inward-looking experience.” Mar 11-Apr 29, 
www.theruthvengallery.co.uk

MALIZE MCBRIDE, ‘DYKE’ (WATERMILL GALLERY)

Artisanand is a fresh contemporary 
gallery showcasing a selection of 
affordable quirky and conceptual 

pieces of exceptional quality,
style and function.

We promote both established and 
new local Scots artists and makers 

with a focus on Perthshire.

New artists exhibiting 
every six weeks

13-15 Bank St, Aberfeldy, PH15 2BB 
01887 822700 Open hours: 10am-5pm

angela@artisanand.co.uk
www.artisanand.co.uk
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O 
n the University of Stirling 

campus, the Arthouse, 

the in-house gallery at the 

MacRobert Arts Centre, is 

hosting 12 Hons 2017, an 

exhibition of work by students studying for 

a BA Art & Design (Hons). Feb 20-Mar 29,  
www.macrobertartscentre.org/event/12-
hons-2017

Taking its title from the the phrase inscribed 

on the gravestone of Emily Davison, the 

Suffragette who died when hit by the King’s 

horse in the 1913 Derby, Deeds Not Words 

at the Park Gallery in Falkirk sees artist 

Clare Andrews continue to be inspired 

by feminist politics. Stylistically, Andrews 

works in what art critic Mel Gooding has 

referred to as ‘comedic realism’ in her 

artistic commemoration of the suffragette 

movement and its continuing resonance 

as the primary and quintessential women’s 

movement. To do so, she has taken iconic 

historical events and images drawn 

from contemporary photography of 

Suffragette actions - the death of 

Davison, the 1914 arrest of the leading 

activist Emmeline Pankhurst – and re-

presented them in a simplified, painterly 

style, incorporating the Suffragette 

colours of purple, white and green. Until 
Apr 23, www.falkirkcommunitytrust.
org/venues/park-gallery

The University of Stirling Art 
Collection is housed mainly in the 

Pathfoot Building, with sculpture on 

display all around the beautifully 

landscaped campus. Celebrating the 

university’s 50th anniversary, Realising 

the Vision (until Mar 31) features some 
ALAN MCGOWAN, ‘UNTITLED FIGURE ON PURPLE’ 
(UNIVERSITY OF STIRLING ART COLLECTION)CLARE ANDREWS, ‘BLACK FRIDAY’ (PARK GALLERY)

key pieces from the collection. Also showing 

is Alan McGowan’s Unstill Life (until Apr 8), 

which includes his Faust series from the 

1990s as well as more recent observational 

drawings and paintings of the human figure. 

www.stir.ac.uk/artcol/exhibitions

MARJORY SIME
www.marjorysimeart.com

"Marjory's paintings have a way of drawing you into a moment of intimacy
with the subject"

tel: 079 352 38113             e: marjorysime@hotmail.com
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Galleria Luti, 
16 Ancaster Square, 
Callander
Mon - Sat 12:00-17:00  
Sun - 13:00-17:00
CLOSED: TUE & WED
01877 339577
info@gallerialuti.co.uk
www.gallerialuti.co.uk

‘Mostly blue with a slick of pink’ - Peter Luti

Galleria Luti
QUALITY ORIGINAL 
SCOTTISH ART

‘Glass Tile’ - Elin Isaksson
‘Textured silver necklace with 
Picasso Jasper’ - Angela Learoyd
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STEVEN LINDSAY, ‘RISING TIDE AVOIDER’, 
OIL ON CANVAS (THE BISCUIT FACTORY)

the University of Sunderland, 

often works on a large scale, 

combining characters and 

situations from different eras to 

explore contemporary issues. 

Until Apr 2,  
www.customshouse.co.uk

The Spring Exhibition at the 

Biscuit Factory in Newcastle 

features contemporary art, craft 

and design work from more 

than 200 artists and makers. 

Headlining is the acclaimed 

Glasgow School of Art graduate 

Steven Lindsay (who is also 

frontman of the pop band The 

Big Dish) with a new collection 

of striking images of swimmers, 

pilots and even pilgrims. Other highlights 

include emotive landscapes and seascapes 

by the Scottish painter Gordon Wilson, wire 

sculpture by Zoe Robinson and colourful 

animal portraits by Susannah Nathanson. 

Mar 3-Jun 1, www.thebiscuitfactory.com

A series of woodcuts from a collaborative 

project by Norwegian artists Annette and 

Caroline Kierulf is showcased in Night Work 

in the Garden at Newcastle’s Northern 
Print, which also offers printmaking classes 

and courses with professional facilities and 

technical support for anyone who wants to 

learn printmaking or develop their skills. Mar 
15-Apr 29, www.northernprint.org.uk

Hogwarts is coming to the Bailiffgate
Museum in Alnwick. Illustrating Harry Potter

showcases original illustrations, sketches,

models and final prints by Jim Kay from the

new edition of J.K. Rowling’s ‘Harry Potter

and the Philosopher’s Stone’. Mar 18-Jun 19, 
www.bailiffgatemuseum.co.uk

CANVASES STACKED READY FOR DISPLAY IN VIRGINIA 
BODMAN’S STUDIO (CUSTOMS HOUSE GALLERY)

V 
irginia Bodman: Studio 

Stories at the Customs 
House Gallery in South 

Shields comprises prints, 

drawings and sketchbooks 

of recent work from this ongoing series plus 

“flashback” works from the last decade. 

Influenced by TV costume drama, fashion 

photography and Western and Eastern art, 

Bodman, a Senior Lecturer in Fine Art at 

Quentin Blake 
Exhibition in partnership with  
House of Illustration.

Laing Art Gallery, New Bridge Street,  

Newcastle, NE1 8AG • Tel: (0191) 278 1611

www.laingartgallery.org.uk

11 March – 8 July

Admission charges apply.  
Free entry for children 12 and under. Image credit: Illustrations © Quentin Blake.
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Scan the qr code to have 
a look around the shop

15% Student Discount

EXPERIENCE AND EXPERTISE

MAKE US THE TRUSTED CHOICE.

free parking

NORTHEAST ENGLAND

C O M M E R C I A L  P H O T O G R A P H Y
gordonbell

gordon@gbellphotos.com
call: 0755 461 5371 or

visit: gbellphotos.com

glass • paintings • sculptures
glazed and framed work
full print service available
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GREYFRIARS ART SHOP
4 SCOTTISH LOCATIONS
| 1 Greyfriars Place, Edinburgh, 0131 225 4600 
| 20 Dundas Street, Edinburgh, 0131 556 6565
| 35 Scott Street, Perth, 01738 624 540 
| 28 Stockwell St, Glasgow, Millers Art Shop, 0141 553 1660

info@greyfriarsart.co.uk 
www.greyfriarsart.co.uk

Artmag Promotion

Have your artwork photographed 

in incredible detail by Gordon Bell 
Photography on professional Hasselblad 

equipment to faithfully record the original 

piece. Glazed artwork is also suitable and 

can be captured behind glass without 

reflections. Pottery, ceramics and other 

three-dimensional work can be undertaken 

too, either in the studio or on location.  

www.gbellphotos.com 

Greyfriars Art Shop is Scotland’s largest 

independent chain of art material retailers. 

They carry a huge variety of stock lines with 

outstanding deals on a range of products. 

Many of the knowledgeable staff are artists 

themselves. www.greyfriarsart.co.uk

The Edinburgh Art Shop provides art and 

craft supplies for all sorts of requirements, 

from technical drawing to oil painting. Staff 

are friendly and knowledgeable and there 

are student discounts of 15% off most items 

and discounts for art clubs.  

www.edinburghartshop.com

Whether you have a private collection or a 

one-off or permanent exhibition, Glen Avon 
Insurance has substantial experience in the 

art and creative industries sector for liability, 

property and transit insurance. Contact them 

for a no obligation quote.  

www.glenavoninsurance.co.uk   

J&G Innes in St Andrews are stockists 

of Winsor & Newton and Daley Rowney 

art materials, including paints, pastels, 

canvases, sketch pads and other 

accessories. They also have a range of art 

magazines and prints of St Andrews.  

www.jg-innes.co.uk See ad p40.

Framework Picture Framers in Edinburgh 

offer a wide range of services and products 

to the private and public sector. Their 

experienced team of framers will guide you 

through the design and consultation process 

of services such as moulding, mountboard 

and glazing.  

www.framework-edinburgh.co.uk  
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www.LeithSchoolofArt.co.uk | Enquiries@LeithSchoolofArt.co.uk
25 NORTH JUNCTION STREET, EDINBURGH, EH6 6HW  

 0131 554 5761

YEAR-LONG COURSES
2017 - 2018

APPLICATIONS OPEN
FOUNDATION| PAINTING |DRAWING

ART & SPIRITUALITY

CONTEMPORARY ART PRACTICE

CRITICAL & PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

FIGURATIVE | LANDSCAPE

ONE DAY PAINTING | PRINTMAKING

25 NORTH JUNCTION STREET, EDINBURGH EH6 6HW  

www.LeithSchoolofArt.co.uk

enquiries@LeithSchoolofArt.co.uk | 0131 554 5761

Fran 
Marquis

Ceramics 
by the sea

Classes in Arbroath 
and Angus 

Weekends and 
Weekly Classes 2017

After a visit to La Meridiana Ceramic 
School in Tuscany, Fran is integrating new 
learning and passing it on in her weekend, 
evening and day classes. Learn to throw 
pots on the wheel, handbuild pots and 
make clay sculptures.

4 Springfield Terrace, Arbroath, Angus DD11 1EL

0797 325 1986
franmarquis@btinternet.com
www.franmarquis.co.uk

Classes in Arbroath 
and Angus 

Weekends and 
Weekly Classes 2017

A PAIR OF TICKETS FOR  
5 LUCKY WINNERS TO  
JOAN EARDLEY: A SENSE 
OF PLACE AT THE SCOTTISH 
NATIONAL GALLERY OF 
MODERN ART UNTIL 23 MAY
This major exhibition of over 150 works provides a new 
perspective on one of Scotland’s most admired artists.

‘One of the pre-eminent British artists of 
the 20th Century’    The Times

www.nationalgalleries.org 

Closing date Friday March 31

TO ENTER GO TO WWW.ARTMAG.CO.UK/WIN AND COMPLETE THE QUESTIONNAIRE. GOOD LUCK!

WIN!

Image: Joan Eardley, ‘Children and Chalked Wall 2’ (detail), 1963, Abbot Hall Art Gallery, Kendal  • Estate of Joan Eardley. All rights reserved, DACS 2016

Two 7-day tutored painting courses in the 
mountains of Sicily: 13–20 May & 1–8 July

For artists of all standards; small-group  
teaching by qualified tutor, Linda Matthews

Courses include full board at the beautiful  
Casa Serena, plus all transport

Untutored painting weeks also available:  
May, June, July & October
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Leith School of Art offers a range of year-

long and short courses taught in their unique 

studios. They are now accepting applications 

to their 2017/18 year-long courses. Their 

popular Summer School and regular 

programme of Weekend Workshops are 

also available to book, including jewellery, 

printmaking and portfolio preparation.  

www.leithSchoolofArt.co.uk/courses

Fran Marquis offers weekday and all 

weekend pottery and ceramic classes with 

different teachers throughout the year at 

Springfield Creative Arts in Arbroath in skills 

such as Hand Building, Wheel Throwing, 

Glazes and Firing Processes. Previous 

courses have been completely full, so early 

booking is advised. www.franmarquis.co.uk   

East Ayrshire Leisure is offering local 

crafters, producers and community 

groups the opportunity to demonstrate 

skills and sell local products in new, fully 

serviced workshop spaces in the beautiful 

surroundings of Dean Castle Country Park. 

Available for occupation from August 2017, 

the spaces  will be offered on a 1-year lease 

with options to extend on a monthly basis. 

Info: Tel 01563 554748 or email  

anneke.freel@east-ayrshire.gov.uk. 

The Real Sicily offers 7-day tutored/

untutored painting breaks at the beautiful 

Casa Serena in the mountains of northern 

Sicily. Tutored sessions in 2017 are May 

13-20 and July 1-8 and will be led by Linda 

Matthews in various idyllic locations. Weeks 

are full-board. Easels, folding chairs and 

transport included. www.therealsicily.com

Explore your creative side with a drawing or 

painting course at the Edinburgh Drawing 
School. Their Spring Term II starts on 

Monday April 17, and the majority of classes 

are suitable for absolute beginners. There 

are also kids’ classes for ages 8 and up, 6 

days a week.  

www.edinburghdrawingschool.co.uk   
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PAM CARTER 
www.pamcarter.co.uk

 
www.alanleesartist.com 

HAMISH MACDONALD
www.hamishmacdonaldprints.com

MARGARET EVANS
www.margaretevans.com

MARALYN REED-WOOD PORCELAIN  
www.maralynreedwood.co.uk

WATERCOLOUR PAINTER
www.miriamsmith.co.uk

ALISON PROUDLOCK
www.alisonproudlock.co.uk

www.jamesgordonphotography.co.uk

FIBRE ARTIST
www.etsy.com/couthiedesigns

www.robertryanartist.co.uk

MARTA UTSLER 
ABSTRACT PAINTER, SCOTTISH BORDERS

www.martautsler.com

ARTISTS AND 
CRAFTMAKERS

To promote your work in 
Showcase please email 

publisher@artmag.co.uk or 
call Artmag office,  

0131 661 0765
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www.jamessomervillelindsay.com

ANTHONY J BARBER
www.abarber.co.uk

JANE B GIBSON R.M.S, H.S.
www.cornerwaysart.co.uk

CID-CASTILLA
www.cid-castilla.co.uk

COVERING 
THE BEST 
ART & CRAFT 
IN SCOTLAND 
& 
NE ENGLAND

SUBSCRIBE

6 BI-MONTHLY 
ISSUES ONLY 
£16.50 INCL. 
P&P.

WWW.ARTMAG.CO.UK/SUBSCRIBE

UK 
RESIDENTS 
ONLY

LOVE ART? LOVE TRAVEL? 
Visit our website to visit some of Europe’s top galleries 
and museums www.artmag.co.uk/artandtravel

Bode Museum, Berlin Museum of Fine Arts, Bordeaux Acropolis Museum, Athens

Ludwig Museum, Budapest



M A R C H  1 0 t h  -  3 0 t h  2 0 1 7
P . V .  T H U R S D A Y  M A R C H  9 t h  6 - 8 P M

WWW.ARUSHAGALLERY.COM |INFO@ARUSHAGALLERY.COM
13A DUNDAS STREET EDINBURGH EH3 6QG

0131 557 1412 | 07814189018

* Juno Calypso; A Solitary Love Affair, 2016

T H E  A M O R I S T

G RO U P  S H O W  ( I M A G E  A B OV E :  E L A I N E  S P E I R S  M I S S  J U LY )


